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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Basel Evangelical- Missionary society, or Basel 

Hission1 , a missionary organization established in 

Basel, Switzerland, started operating in the erstwhile 

Madras Presidency from 1834 onwards. During the period 

ending \-lith the outbreak of the First vlorld Har, the 

Mission undertook a number of economic activities. They 

started with experiments in traditional crafts like 

weaving and also in agriculture and later turned into 

modern crafts like watch making, book binding, and 

printing. The Mission was active in the field of trade 

too. These-activities eventually culminated in the 

establ~shment of, for the first time, modern industrial 

units in weaving and tile making in Halabar and South 

Canara districts. These economic activities were in 

addition to the very obvious and sizeable religious and 

social activities the Mission undertook. These industrial 

activities carne to an end in 1920 when they were taken 

over by the British Indian Government, under the provi

sions of the Enemy Trading Act 1916.-
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This phenomenon of pioneering industrial 

activities-initiated by a missionary society itself is 

significant enough to engage the attention of students 

of economic history of the region. Many missionary 

groups which had operated in India had experimented with 

some economic activities or other. Their intentions 

included the rehabilitation .of converts, increasing the 

social and economic status of the converts, and propagation 

of 'christian' values through the instilling of industrial 

discipline. In Kerala itself, we have the example of the 

London Missionary society (LMS) which was active in south 

Travancore region having initiated lace making and weaving 
\ . 

units on predominantly small scale basis. But Basel 

Mission was unique in the sense it ventured into commer

cial and economic activities from the very beginning in a 

planned and deliberate manner. These activities foDmed 

an integral part of the Nission's perspectives on evange-

lisation to such an extent that industrial activities were 

identified as core of the missionary activity. The success 

and failure of each line of economic activity tended to 

give rise to other types of activities. In the process, 

religious conversion became a source through which labour 

was mobilised. The market for the products of these 

industries also expanded beyond the boundaries of the 

region. 
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The first questi~n that rises from this scenario 

relates to the dominant ideology or world view which 

prompted the Mission to take up industrial activity as 

part and parcel of their evangelisation activities. In 

this context, it is imperative to look at the promptings 

of the Calvinist ideology which has been linked up with the 

economic activities of capitalist nature in otl1er contexts 

and societies2 • 

similarly, a detailed empirical understanding of 

the industrial activities as they were planned an~ executed 

becomes pertinent tO the study. The apparent differences 

between industrial activities in terms of capital invest-

ment, labour utilization e~c. will give us a better under-

standing of the conditions of transfer of technology, 

restrictions on local market formation and also the link 

between these activities and the objectives of the sponsors. 

Another set of questions which are intended to be 

studied here relates to the social and economic impact of 

' the various economic activities particularly of the indus-

trial activities of the Mission. The economy and society 

of Halabar and south Canara during the nineteenth century 

is often characterised by the existence of various insti

tutional barriers to development3 • Among them are the 

rigid caste system carried to extremes by pollution at 
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sight, concentration of land in the hands of a few joint 

families·;· which had a debilitating effect on individual 

initiative etc. In such circumstances, Basel Hission's 

activities particularly ~1eir Industrial activities are 

generally credited with succeeding in creating a casteless 

society of converts. Their efforts also seemed to have 

instilled a fair amount of individual initiative and social 

mobility, though once again restricted largely to the 

converts. 

The fact that effects of their activities were 

restricted largely to the converts raises questions about 

their spread effect in a traditional society. The apparent 

conclusion from facts available is that the effects of 

Basel Mission's interventions were restricted to a small 

number of persons who came into direct contact with the 

Mission. 

In another section, where the economic impact of 

Basel Mission industries are looked at, it seems that even 

by 1947 when India became independent, the industrial 

activities of Malabar remained strong precisely in ~1ose 

areas initiated by the Basel Mission. This prompts us to 

look at the eventual influence of the type of industrial 

activities chosen by the Mission. The specific role played 

by Basel Mission .in the area of transfer of technology is 
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to be studied in this context. This line of enquiry 

becomes important when we consider that the Basel Nission 

industries were the pioneering modern industrial activities 

in Malabar.and South Canara. Here again, we tend to see 

that while the areaSchosen for industrial activities and 

transfer of technology persisted in largereconomy of the 

region, the whole activity taken together also suffered 

from lack of spread effect. 

The reasons for the limitation of spread effect, 

both in teDms of social and economic impact of the Basel 

Mission•s industrial activitiesare to be sought in the 

limiting character of the traditional society which persis

ted even under colonial rule. This character is high

lighted in the final section in relation to the highly 

restricted spread effect of the Mission•s industrial 

activities. 
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Notes and References 

1. As early as 1780, the Gennan Society for Promotion 
of Christianity was founded in Basel by the Puritans 
and the Pietists of the south German state of wuttenberg. 
The Basel Mission Seminary was established on 26th of 
August, 1816. The Mission which was an offspring of 
these started operating in Mangalore, in south Canara 
district of Madras Presidency from 1834. Name of Basel 
Mission is given differently in different Reports of 
the Mission itself, they are : 

1846 Report - German Evangelical Society 
1866 Report - Basel Evangelical Ivlissionary society 
1869 Report - Basel German Evangelical Society 

Hereafter such reports are referred as RBH - i.e. as 
eg. RBM - 1846. 

2. Max Weber, Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
George Allen and Unwin, 1976. All further references 

·· .to_ this book are from the same edition. 

3. Thomas w. Shea.Jr : "Barriers to Economic Develo~ment 
in Traditional Societies, Malabar, A Case Study•, in 
Journal of Economic History, Vol.XIX, No.4, December 
1959, pp.405-22. 



CHAPTER 2 

BASEL MISSION : ORIGINS AND ~iORLD VIE\i 

During the nineteenth century, a number of 

Protestant Christian Hissionary organizations were fonned 

in Europe];. These missions generally followed paths of 

colonial expansion and established centres of activity 

at various European colonies2 • Basel Hission was one of 

such missionary organizations. But Basel Hission was 

unique in its approach towards industrial activities3 • Such 

.uniqueness raised questions relating to the dominant ideo

logy or world view of the Hission \-vhich sustained such 

activities. It also calls for an understanding of the 

social origins of the Hission. 

Basically all these Protestant Christian missionary 

organizations derived their inspiration from the Pietist4 

movement which had flourished in Europe during the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries. The emphasis of the 

Pietist movement was (i) on personal ·salvation through 

acceptance of christianity, (ii) on christian restructuring 

of the world. The latter one emanated from the understand-

ing of the European civilisation as something superior 
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because it had the knowledge of Christ. Information 

about distant countries brought about by colonialism 

further strengthened the belief that these societies of 

11 heathens living in darkness 11 will have to be civilised 

on the basis of christian understanding. Pietist move

ment was first centered in University of Halle in Germany5 • 

It spread eventually to other centres of learning like 

University of Basel. Influence of the Pietist Hovement 

became very strong in Basel. A Pietist society called 

the German Christian society was formed in Basel in 17306 •· 

It was due to the initiative of some of the members of 

the above society that Basel Hission was formed in 18167 • 

Another influence on the Protestant Churches in 

Europe was the theology of John Calvin 8 , vJho was one of 

the important leaders of Reformation Hovement in Europe 

during the Sixteenth Century. As R.H.Tawney had observed, 

"the influence of Calvinism was not simple, but complex, 

and extended beyond the churches which could properly be 

called as Calvinist119 • It was Hax \'Ieber ·\'rho first pro

pounded the idea that Calvinist ethics was instrumental 

in supplying the moral energy and drive for the capitalist· 

enterprise in Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries10 ., Since we have related the activities of the 

Basel Mission to the setting up of capitalist enterprises, 
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the basic precept of Calvinist ethics has to be explored 

in detail. We will follow the line of reasoning of Weber 

in this case. 

Calvinism and Capitalist Enterprise 

The basic understanding of Calvinism is that the 

whole world of economic order is one not alien to the 

life of the spirit. World existed for the glorification 

of God and for that purpose alone. But God requires 

social achievements, because He wills that soci?l life 

is organized according to His commandments11 • 

At the centre of Calvinist ideology is the doct

rine of pred.estination12 • 'l'his doctrine states that only 

a small portion of men are chosen for eternal grace by the 

superior wisdom of God. The chosen Christian is in the 

world only to increase God's glory by fulfilling God's 

commandments to the best of his ability. But God requires 

not just individual actions but social achievements. 

Calvin saw labour not as individual action but as part of 

a unified system13 • 

The question remains as to whether there was any 

infallible criteria by which the membership to the elect 

few which is a small group of persons predestined for 
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salvation~. is known. Calvin saw good works, that is, 

organized labour not as a means of salvation but as an 

indispensable sign of having achieved salvation. 

"In its extreme inhumanity", Weber corrunents,"this 

doctrine must above all have had one consequence for the 

life of a generation which surrendered to its magnificent 

consistency •••••• a feeling of unprecedented inner lone

liness11.14 This was because a person does not know 

whether he is chosen for salvation and has to reassure 

himself by constant good_work. Weber holds that from this 

inner tennent, capitalist spirit was born. 

Calvinism is associated with an outlook of a very 

specific kind; the continual accumulation of wealth for 

its own sake rather than for the material rewards it can 

serve to bring. This, according to Weber, is the spirit 

of capitalism. 

The essence of Calvinist ideology as it got trans

formed to social policy may be summaried as follows: 

Calvinism is associated with 'this worldly asce-

t . • 1 15 • t th I th ldl t' i I ~c~sm as aga~ns e o er wor y ._asce.· ~c sm or 

renouncement of the world. In this sense, according to 

Weber, "it substituted the spiritual aristocracy of the 

monks outside and above the world by the spiritual aristocracy 
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of the s~ints 1116 • (Here the term saints is used to 

describe the predestined souls). This religion demanded 

of the believer not celibacy of the monks, nor poverty, 

but elimination of all enjoyment of unearned wealth and 

income. ~1e clear and unifoDm goal of this asceticism 

was discipline and methodical organization of conduct. 

As Weber saw, the typical representative of this worldly 

asceticism, was the man of 'vocation' or 'professional' 

and its unique result was the rational organization of 

social relationships. 

Calvinism emphasised rational organization of 

labour. By this it meant "routinised, calculated admini

stration with continuously functioning enterprise"17 • 

Calvinism emphasises upon labour as. something good in 

itself. 

Weber's exposition of Calvinism gave rise to wider 

polemic on the subject. But it is not intended here to 

follow the entire course of arguments that arose out of 

\'Ieber' s publication of his thesis. The controversy con

tinues to rage even nO\-I. Important among the criticisms 

of Weber's thesis are that, 

(i) He mistakes the nature of casual connection 

between Puritanism18 and modern capitalism. 
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(ii) COuntries have experienced rapid economic 

development without possessing anything 

akin to 'Protestant Ethic'. 

(iii) Weber's assertion of connection between 

Puritanism and modern capitalism is based 

on unsatisfactory empirical evidence. 

Even when such criticisms- are taken into account, 

at least a casual link between the Protestant Ethic and 

the rise of Capitalism remains intact in its generalisa-

tions. Here we are trying to argue on the basis of evi-

dences that the link is found more than casual at least 

in the case of Basel Mission. This is not to deny the 

reluctance of the mission to accept at the level of percep

tion, any clear link with Calvinism. For instance, the 

Basel Mission was started as a non-denominational missionary 

society to which all Protestant churches in Europe could 

have. affiliations. At one stage, it was even declared 

that 11 It is not intended to give the minds of future miss

ionaries the stamp of Luther, Calvin or zwingli; but to 

endear Christ to their heart and establish His truth11
•
19 

At the same time, it may be remembered that the city of 

Basel where the Mission was established was also a major 

Calvinist centre. Calvin and Zwingli had lived and worked 

and .recruited a large number of followers in that cibJ20 • 
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Logically, -t;.he influence of Calvinism must have been 

high on later Christian organizations formed there. 

Well after the Religious Reformation in Europe, 

Basel was the Centre of religious revival of the Pietist 

movement21 • Both the influences of these two movements 

-were strong in this region. The base of the Basel 

Mission was the churches in Switzerland and Germany. 

These churches which supported it~are greatly influenced 

by both Pietist ideology as well as Calvinism. 

The city of Basel was also an important centre 

of trade, being located on one of the main trade routes 

22 of France, Switzerland, Belgium and Germany • Here, 

forward trading and banking had flourished during the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries supported by a system 

of unlfied currencies23 • This factor i.e. the influence 

of trade and industry had a very important role in the 

making of the Basel Mission. For instance we see that 

while the Mission was an offspring of •wuttenberg Pietism•, 

a protestant fundaminealist minority movement in south 

vlestern Germany, it had as members largely urpanised 

manufacturers, petty conu11ercial business entrepreneurs 

and craftsmen24 • 

It is in this context that we have to discuss the 

world view of the Mission as it operated in Indian conditions. 
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world View. of the Basel Mission 

When Basel Mission was established it had 

intentions only to train missionaries for other missionary 

. ti 25 
organ~za ons • In fact, some of the earliest mission-

aries trained by the Mission College served in other 

missionary organizations including the London Nissionary 

society (LMS) and the Church Missionary Society (~ill), 

both operating in other parts of Kerala26 • Training in 

some crafts formed part of the training programme for 

. . i 27 
m~ss~onar es • But the Mission did not have intention 

to initiate industrial activities. The missionaries were 

asked to study the language and tradition of the people 

with whom they worked, in order to unders·tand them better. 

A further responsibility of the Mission was to teach ti1em 

field and garden work, in order to develop financial 

independence. The missionaries were also asked to develop 

a deep affection and love for their work and for the 

people. 

This perspective formed on the basis of training 

missionaries underwent a change after 1852 (a period we 

have categorised as Middle Phase in the subsequent section) 

which started with the taking over by Joseph Josenans as 

Chief Inspector and the establishment of a separate 

Industrial Con~ission. While the setting up of industrial 
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establisrunents became part of their over all strategy, 

the influence of Calvinist ideology and a Gennan ethos 

to work predominated over and above this strategy. The 

idea of pray and work gave way to the notion that 

praying is working and working is praying~8 As a conse-

quence, economic activities of the mission were not a 

support of the mission, but was considered to be the 

mission itself. 

The world view that emerged in the process, 

becomes visible in various statements and activities of 

the missionaries. For example, missionaries observed 

that "even acquisition of working capacity and loyalty 

h • • • . • fl h t u29 as a m~ss~on~s~ng ~n uence on uman na-ure • The 

importance attached to industrial labour is further emph-

asised by the daily routine in factories established by 

the Mission. Work in factories started and ended with a 

prayer. The applicants for conversion30 were sent to the 

Mission factories to prove th~ir seriousness of aspira-

tion for conversion by hand and honest labour. As Basel 

Missionary Frohnmeyer expressed it: 

"I consider it to be one of the great advantages 
of these (industrial) institutions that they 
can offer an opportunity to test the sincerity 
of probationers"31 
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Such statements are indicative of the fact that 

during the later stages of the Mission's work in India, 

Calvinist influence was strong in their world view. 

To sum up, two distinct influences can be seen 

in the perspective as it got formulated in the Basel 

Mission. The initial influence was that of the Pietist 

movement. The motivation that sustained the industrial 

activities later appears to be from the Calvinist ideo

logy. 

OVerview of Hissionary Activities 

Basel Mission started taking up direct missionary 

activities in India from 1834 onwards. The first mission

aries landed at Calicut in October 1834, but they proceeded 

to Mangalore, which became the centre of religious acti

vities of the Mission. The expansion of activities as 

indicated by the opening_of mission centres are 'given in 

chronological order in Table 2.1. 

As seen in the table as well as the follo\o~ing 

Map, their activities were confined mainly to coastal 

areas in Malabar and South Canara district of Madras 

Presidency, with the possible exception of a few places 

in Bombay Presidency, {Hubli, Gu._iedgud, Betgeri,Dharwar). 
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Table 2.1 : Expansion of Activities of Basel. 

Year 

1834 
·1837 
1837 
1937 
1839 
1841 
1841 
1942 
1846 
1849 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1856 
1857 
1858 
1867 
1870 
1872 
1876 
1886 
1886 
1900 
1907 

Mission in India : Year and Place 
of Establishment of Hission Stations 
in India 

Place State(Present) 

Mangalore Karnataka 
Mulki II 

Dharwar II 

Hubli .. 
Guiedgud II 

Cannanore Kerala 
Tellicherry ,. 
Calicut*' " 
Kaity Tamil Nadu 
Chombala Kerala 
Betgeri Karnataka 
Honavar II 

Bijapur 
Anandpur 
Codacal + Kerala 
Pal ghat " 
Kotagiri Tamil Nadu 
Mercara Karnataka 
Karkala II 

coondapoor II 

Vaniyamkulam Kerala 
Kasargod II 

Puthur Karnataka 
Manjeri Kerala 

source: COmpiled from various Reports of the 
Basel Missions (RBM) 

+ Had a sub-station at Paraperi 
* Had ~ub-stati6ns at Elathur and Quilandy 

Date of establishment of the stations at Vdipi, 
Basrur and Kalhatti not available. 
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Economic activities (industrial and commercial) of the 

mission were confined to the coastal areas only. While 

no official policy proclamations are available to explain 

this, one possible explanation could be limitations set 

by the transportation systems- which were important for 

such activities. 

Methods and Dimensions of Conversion 

The following table gives the dimensions of conversion 

upto the period 1914 which is the final year of reference 

of this study. 

Calvinist theology lays emphasis on individual sal-

vation. The chosen individual has to prove hi~ selection 

through his acti.vities in life. This would deny the poss-

ibility ~or mass conversion. Many observers of Basel 

Mission have highlighted the fact that there have not 

b i f 
. 32 een nstances o mass convers~ons • In this aspect the 

work of Basel M·ission sharply contrasts with that of 

Catholic missionaries who had converted groups of fisher-

33 men in South Kerala regions en masse • 

Basel Missionaries had also demanded tl1at every 

convert be made literate and competent enough to read the 

Bible. A person accepting faith also had to make an 
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Table 2.2 : Tabular view of stations and strength 
of Churches of Basel Mission 

Station 

Canara & coorg 

Mangalore 
Hulki 
Udipi 
Karkal 
Basrur 
Kasargode 
Puthur 
Mercara 
Anand pur 
Honavar 

S.Mahratta 

Dharwar 
Hubli 
Betgeri 
Gu.iedgud 
Bijapur 

Malabar 

Cannanore 
Tellicherry 
Chombala 
Calicut 
Manjeri 
Codacal 
Vaniyamkulam 
Palghat 

Nilgiris 

Kaity 
Kalhatti 
Kotagiri 

Total 

Strength of churches 
as on 1--1--1914 

3630 
1152 
2270 

432 
163. 
256 

79 
130 
219 
110 

282 
665 
672 
655 
156 

1615 
649 
549 

2735 
121 

1255 
241 
430 

751 
121 
424 

source: RBH, 1914. 

Total. 

8441 

2430 

7595 

1296 

19762 
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individual pronouncement of. his faith. Basel Mission's 

efforts in promoting literacy had the basic objective 

that every convert should be made competent enough to 

read the Bible. It also ipso factq_served another purpose 

of supplying a labour force of superior quality for the 

industrial undertakings started by them. 

Constitution of the Missionary Society 

The influence of Calvinist ideology can be observed 

in other areas of the Mission's Constitution and activities. 

For instapce, the constitution of _the missionary society 

itself as well as the order in Churches or church-communi-

ties established by the Mission may be taken into considera

tion. An interesting aspect observed in the constitution 

of tl1e society was that from the beginning it had a large 

lay element in it34 • Historical developments that led to 

the establishment of this particular society is important 

in this context. Faced ~y an impending threat from 

Napoleon's armies, a group of citizens of Basel, which 

included merchants, a professor of philosophy and a minister 

of the church gathered together and pledged to establish 

a missionary organisation. The first president of the 

society, Herr Carl Sarasin was a leading businessman of 

Basel. The management of the mission in Basel rested in 

the hands of a Home Committee \'.rhich had a large number of 

lay persons. 
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In the Churches35 established by the Basel Mission 

also, management and general administration were largely 

vested in the hands of 1 elders 1 or elected members of the 

. h36 parl.s • This is largely a Presbyterian37 system 

adopted by the reformed churches in Europe. But it was 

adopted by the Basel Mission in India also. The underlying 

implication,'· as reflected in the composition of the Home 

Board38 as well as the parishes established by the Nission 

is that the man of action as represented by the 1 elder• in 

the church should be the prime mover of the ·activities 

of churches, an idea which is Calvinistic at its roots. 39 

In the parishes or churches established by Basel Hission, 

this usually gave rise to a curious sLtuation of the super-

visor or master weaver of the mission factory being elected 

as 1 elder• in the church. It had the implication of t~e 

supervisor being presented as the model worker, therefore 

also as a good christian. This approach to employment 

enabled the Mission authorities indirect means of control-

ling labour by the use of a.model worker. 

Attitude to Industrial Labour 

Calvinist influence is more specifically seen in 

the attitudes of the Mission tov1ards factory labour. Apart 

from immediate need of giving employment for converts, 

missionaries found factory labour as · a civilising 

;])~ 
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' 
influence. It was based on the tenet that (as quoted 

above) even acquisition of working capacity and loyalty 

has a missionising influence on human nature. When the 

Mission entered into labour recrui ·trnent, the whole 

bundle of specifically Western Christian virtues which 

the missionaries wanted to impart was expressed by the. 

Mission as follows: "Loyalty in word and deed, loyalty 

in fulfilling duties to oneself and to others, awareness 

of the value of time, circ~unspection and looking forward~, 

understanding and acquisition of what is new and changing 

are found so seldom in heathens, for he sees notl1ing of 

them, and hears nothing of them, and an entire generation 

may be needed till those more external christian achieve-

ments may emerge as quite visible and effective fruits of 

f • t • 11 40 
~rs convers~on • 

It is not su~rising that bapi tsmal candidates \vere 

first sent to work in factories to test their sincerity 

of purpose as mentioned earlier. .Hissionaries often 

referred to the industrial activity of Basel Nission as the 

"centre and crown 11 of their work. In this aspect, the 

Mission had to enter into frequent controversies and 

arguments with missionaries of other organisations. One 

may safely conclude that tl1ough the Basel Mission apparently 

did not accept Calvinist ideology formally, the source of 

inspirations for their entrepreneurship may be traced to 

Calvinist roots. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BASEL NISSION INDUSTRIES : AN OVERVIEH 

In the foregoing chapter, the dominant ideology 

or the world view of the.Basel Hission was discussed. A 

dominant world view per se need not initiate purposeful 

economic activities. On the other hand, the vlOrld view 

interacting with a set of objective conditions can create 

a series of positive reactions. In the case of Basel · 

l1ission operating in nineteenth century Halabar and south 

Canara, such reactions led to the setting up of industrial 

enterprises. 

Objective conditions which interacted with a 

favourable world view in the case of Basel Hission may be 

summarized as follows: 

(i) The social background of the missionaries, 

which were another motive for industrial 

activities. 

(ii) The caste stratification of the nineteenth 

century Halabar and South Canara society which 

were taken as a challenge to the evangelical. 

spirit of the Ivlission. 
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Motivations Behind Initiation of Economic Activities 

On numerous occasions, the Basel Hission had 

officially held that caste rigidity and the consequent 

social ostracism and the loss of traditional jobs for 

converts forced them to initiate economic activities. 

Thus, for example H.Hofmann, who was General Agent of 

the Basel Mission Industries explained that 

11 Caste prejudices in those early days was 
strong, and people desiring to embrace Chris
tianity had to make heavy sacrifices. They 
were regarded as outcastes by their community, 
and so they lost all employments and pecuniary 
help from their relatives and friends, and 
were hence wholly dependent for their liveli
hood on the missionaries. These pathetic and 
difficult circumstances actuated the pioneer 
missionaries to devise ways and means to find 
employments for their first converts who might 
thus find some means of livelihood, and so the 
Basel Hission Industries came into existence 11 1 

In a statement of another missionary, it is 
said that, 
11 The real difficulty in this respect begins 
after baptism. In that part of India, whe-re 
we have been sent to work, some native customs 
make things really \vorse than they usually are. 
There is the 11Marumakkattayam11 or inheritance 
in the female line, in consequence of which 
even converts, who were in possession of some
thing, will in most cases be deprived of every 
thing. Very often, the fonner way of life is 
out of question if it is .heathenish, so some 
new way must be found out. Outside of the 
Mission·the difficulties are almost insurmoun-
table. The caste feeling, still very strong in those 
naz::ts~of lndia pre.vent:s. them from working amongst 
~on~christians" '2 -- · 

There are two arguments involved in the above 

quotations. The first one relates to break-up ·of kinship 
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ties upon conversion and second relates to the loss of 

occupations. These possibilities were further aggravated 

by the refusal to undertake mass conversions by the Basel 

M . i . 3 J.ss onarJ.es • In cases of mass conversions, the danger 

of break-up of kinship ties and caste occupations would 

have been very much less. 

Missionary as well.as non-missionary sources have 

indicated that 1Thiya• and 1 Billava• castes constituted 

majority of their converts4 • li'ischer, in his examination 

of church records relating to COdacal parish in south 

Malabar gives the following evidence relating to the caste 

background of converts, as sho~~ in Table 3.1. As can be 

seen from Table 3.1, even though converts were drawn pre-

dominantly from lower castes, there \-/ere also a small 

number of upper caste converts like Nayars. Nayars,followed 

matrilineal system of joint families. In the case of 

Thiyas who constituted the majority of converts in Malabar, 

at least tl1e sections from North Malabar as a rule followed . 
matrilineal system of family organization5 as well as 

Billavas of Soutl1 Canara who followed a similar tradition6 • 

In the case of joint families, conversion and consequent 

expulsion from joint families would have certainly resulted 

in the loss of even subsistence claim from the family 

resources. Within the customary rules which governed such 
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Table 3.1 · : Caste Background of Converts of COda cal 
Parish as on 17-12-1993 

Caste Number Percentage 
to total 

Nayar 22 4.9 
Chetti 13 2.9 
Thiya 206 45.5 
Carpenter 11 2.4 
Goldsmith 8 i.8 
Vettuvan 1 
Cheruman 128 28.4 
Vannan I 33 7.3 
Kaniyan 15 3.3 
Unspecified 16 3.5 

Total 453 100.00 

source: Rudolf Fischer : The Basel 
Hission Industries,~850-1913, 
(German), Verlag Reihe W.Zurich, 
178, p.112) 

family organization, division of joint f~ily property 

on individual basis was not allowed7 • 

The Cherumas who constituted a quarter of the 

converts were virtually agrestic slaves tied to the land 

of the j anmis 
J 

They constituted one of the lowest 

castes considered polluting and subjected to rather 

inhuman conditions of life. As a contemporary source 

expressed it, 
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"Acceptance of Christianity besides confering 
boons upon these races also considerably enhances 
their freedom of movement from place to place 9 which is otherwise beset w~th great obstacles" 

However realisation of such freedom for the Cherumas 

automatically necessitated seeking alternative gainful 

occupations from their traditional occupation of paddy 

labour. The Janmis who held total control over their 

employment could have denied them work in such circum-
... 

stances. To the missionaries, industrial employment of 

their converts was a necessary step in their Christian 

concept of emancipp.tion •. 

We do not have sufficient information as to how 

conversion would have eff~cted the service conditions·of 

barbers~ washerman, astrologers etc. At least in the case 

of some of them, the missionaries themselves objected to 

their pursuing their.traditional trade on the basis of 

. . 10 
their own concept of ethics and christian pract~ces • 

some work were declared to be 11witch doctoring 11 and "wine 

making 11 and therefore not Christian enough to be pursued 

by converts. 

social Background of Hissionaries 

Many writers on and observers of missionary groups 

in India during the nineteenth century have focussed 

attention on the social background of individual missionaries 
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or groups of missionaries and identified it as a motivating 

factor for the movements for social upliftment they initi-

ated. As Forrester observes generally many of these miss-

ionaries came from the "class of skilled mechanics and 

artisans and-tradesmen with an almost innate desire to 

better standards and with a deep distrust of hierarchies". 11 

This was the case with Basel Hission also. As Encyclopaedia 

of Missions notes: 

"It "Till be seen that Basel Hission is doing 
a unique work in encouraging earnest christian 
young men of humbler classes in Europe to enter 
upon missionary life 11 .12 

To ti1ese missionaries, their participation in the mission-

ary activity was an expression of "far and wider development 

and part of the social emancipation of underprivileged 

class". 13 

In the case of Basel missionaries, technical 

orientation was further emphasised by their training at 

Mission COllege at Basel where acquiring technical skills 

in a specific trade, formed part of the overall training •. c.l 4 

Caste Stratification 

Bas~l Mission is known to have taken an uncompro-

mising stand against the caste system, from the very 

beginning of their missionary activities. This was evidently 
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a natural position-in the light of their understanding of 

the christian te-aching on the basic equality of human 

beings. Socially imposed stratification on the basis of 

birth was held obnoxious by the mispionaries. 

The Basel.Hissionaries opposed the caste system 

as part of their over all opposition to h:l.erarchies. Though 

they themselves accepted b;Le.rarchies of a commercial and 

industrial society, such inequalities could be explained 

as outcomes of human endeavour. It were hierarchies 

created .. on the lllsis of a value system unalterable by 

human action which attracted opposition by these mission-

aries. 

The/roissionaries also found that their predomin-

antly lower caste converts were condemed to life of low 

social esteem even after adopting christianity. Though 

some blatant inequalities of tl1e caste system like 

unapproachability were in some cases removed, even the 

Christian converts had to lead a life of least social 

mobility. Therefore _the 
I , 

missionaries went all out to 

create conditions for tl1e converts to earn economic 

prosperity and through that social .E!Steem. One of the 

best means that was available to them was commercial and 

industrial enterprises. Apart from achieving social 
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mobility industrial labour had the added advantage of 

- lessening social stratification amongst the converts 

themselves. The general atmosphere of Mission industries 

where converts from higher castes and lO\ver castes worked 

side by side helped in the eradication of caste prejudices. 

Moreover the Basel Missionaries took initiative in arrang-

ing marriages between converts formerly belonging to 

different castes. 15 

Evolution of Industrial Activities 

During the 80 years spanning from 1834 to 1914, 

we find a distinct evolution of the missionary interest 

in the economic activities. Broadly, three distinct phases 

can be observed in the evolution of industrial activity 

of the Basel Mission in Halabar and south Canara. These 

may be chronologically placed as under: 

Early Phase 
Middle Phase 
Final Phase 

1834-1852 
1852-1882 
1882-1914 

Early Phas~ - 1834-1852: Early Experiments in Industry 

and Agriculture 

The Early Phase begins with the arrival of mission

aries in the Malabar coast in 1834. In 1846, the Industri~l 

Commission was established. In 1852, it was placed under_ 
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a separate treasury w.ithin the Hission. This event was 

an important nodal point in the organisation of missionary 

industrial activities. This effectively marked the end 

of the first phase. 

Initially, the missionaries organised various 

industrial activities, mainly based on local crafts. During 

this period, the mission also undertook its efforts to 

rehabilitate converts in agriculture. Both experiments 

were later found to be not successful. This early phase 

of industrial activities was characterised by the initiatives 

undertaken by the industrial missionaries on their m·m. The. 

organisa_tion of industrial activities \vas also marked by 

a high lev:el of decentralisation. 

During the Middle Phase, 1852-1882, industrial 

activities became increasingly under the central control of 

the Industrial Commission. This period is characterised 

by the establishment of factory type of production organi

sation. Handloom weaving es.tablishments at various centres 

were set up; beginning witil Mangalore. The first tile 

factory, printing press using typographical technique and 

mechanical workshop were also established at Mangalore 

during this period. It is during this period that hand

loom indust~ies reached viable levels of growth·. 
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The surpluses so generated were reinvested in further 

industrial activity. The phase also witnessed consider-

able diversifications of trading activity of the mission. 

The Final phase starts from 1882 when the Industrial 

Commission was amalgamated with the missionary j,oint-stock 

company viz. Hission Handlungs Gesellschaft or Hission 

Trading Company. It enabled higher capital investment 

and expansion of industrial activities in Nalabar coast. 

HO\'lever in 1914·with the ·outbreak of tpe First Horld war, 

.the missionary involvement in the industrial activities 

came to an end. 

Earliest experiments of the missionaries were .in 

the field of agriculture. One of the first missionaries 

of·Basel Hission, Samuel Hebuch made an unsuccessful 

attempt to establish a coffee plantation at Balmatta Hil.l 

in Hangalore. Again, in 1842, the missionaries purchased 

2620 acres of paddy fields near Hangalore to create an 

agricultural settlement for the converts. The land was 

leased out to the converts for cultivation16 • This experi-

ment also did not succeed, and the Hission noted that the 

colonisation of the converts in their agricultural centres 

made converts 11 easy going, lazy and they ah-1ays looked 
{ 

upon mission for support. So the agriculture settlements 
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proved a partial failure since very few took interest 

in cultivating the land as their O\vn lands". 17 

Apart from the above experiment at Mangalore, the 

Mission purchased land in many other centres for leasing 

out for cultivation to converts. The experience appears 

to have been the same as in Hangalore as is evident in 

the following statement: 

11A great number of fields have however never 
been used in this wise and were in the course 
of years more and more recognised as an incum
brance to mission work as the management 
caused much labour and vexation 11 .18 

The fact that most converts who came from 'Billava• 

caste who are not traditionally cultivators of paddy, but 

menders of coconut and garden lands, might have contributed 

to the failure of these agrarian enterprises. 

The agricultural operation rapidly lost its irnpor-

·tance in the overall economic activities of the !Vlission. 

However, in Codacal, the Hission continued to be involved 

in agrarian experiments. On the request of the then Malabar 

Collector,· the Mission agreed to manag~ a colony of N~yadis 

that had been established at the former's initiative. The 

Hission started an orphanage (at Paraperi near Codacal) 

and later on an agricultural school. Here the missionaries 

also obtained on lease some land, reclaimed it and sub-leased 
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it to the converts for cultivation19 • 

Side by side with the agricultural experiment, the 

Basel Hissionaries attempted to rehabilitate converts in 

certain traditional crafts like weaving and carpentry by 

engaging native craftsmen to train the converts. The 

industrial school which the missionaries started in 1846 

in Hangalore was their first attempt in this line20 • It 

is obvious from the subsequent industrial activities of the 

Basel Mission that the task of settling converts in tradi

tional occupations and native crafts was not met 'Yli th 

great success. The social environment might not have 

supported entry of new artisans in professions tradition~ 

ally handled by certain castes. 

An attempt was also made by missionaries to manu

facture sugar out of toddy. For this, they-employed converts 

majority of whom came from the 'Thiya' or 'Billava' castes 

whose occupation was mending of coconut trees and related 

activities like toddy tapping. The moral objection of 

the missionaries towards toddy drinking could have. been 

a motivating factor behind this expeltiment. This attempt 

was also not found viable. The high cost of firewood for 

the operation was the official reason stated, for its 

failure •.. 
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One line of traditional activity which·the Nission 

was able to operate with some success was the carpentry 
Calicut 

workshop at Calicu-o-16vas already a centre of timber industry. 

Initially the workshop was supervised by a native master 

carpenter. In 18521 a trained carpenter from Germany was 

brought to take charge of the carpentcy , . .,orkshop. The 

workshop was also meant to train the converts in the pro-

fession. This enterprise was initially successful, but 

faced considerable competition from the local craft-smen. 

The workshop was subsequently handed over to its foreman 

1 h . t• t21 w1o was a c r~s ~an conver • 

The failure of initial attempts in industrial 

activities convinced the Mission tbat competition with 

native craftsmen in their own trade could.· not be successful. 

They felt that "christians cannot live on the wages of 

indigenous labourers who are not wholly dependent upon 

their handicraftsu 22 • Further, as expressed by a missionary 

source in 1893: 

"Even the'native industry in many branches 
(for instance in weaving) struggles for exist
ence and is dying gradually. This is chiefly 
due to the English colonial system, at the 
bottom of which we see the anxiety that English 
productions should have a great run in the 
colonies. The country is overflmvn \"lith cheap 
English weaving, all formerly done by native 
industry".23 
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The above realisation had considerable impact upon 

the future industrial involvement of the Basel Hission. 

The futile effort to train up converts in traditional 

artisan crafts.was eventually given up. Later emphasis 

was on innovation and upgradation of technology. There 

was also increasing concentration of production in larger 

establishments. 

The failures of the early experiments vJere subse-

quen~ly explained by Karl Pfeiderer who was for many 

years head of the I.ndustrial Mission, in the following 

manner: 

"We were gradually convinced:that we had to reckon 
with facts and that, as in other countries, so in 
India, the days of the small tradesmen were numbered, 
The single individual cannot go against the general 
competition and it was only the system of improved 
machinery and combined labour by which success 
could be attained"24 

Middle Phase 1852-1882 

Following the failures of early experiments, Chief 

Inspector and Secretary to the Home Board of Basel Mission 

visited its establishments in Malabar and south Canara 

in 1851. He came to the conclusion that the Nission should 

continue its industrial activities more profesionally, so as 

to ensure success. With such a view, .he . re::ormnended 
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certain changes in the organisation and management of 

the enterprises. Follo"dng his reconunendations, the 

Industrial Conimission which had existed in the Hission 

from 1846 was reconstituted with a separate treasury, 

though it continued to be a part of the Basel Nissionary 

Society. The new commission was placed under professional 

management of christian merchants. As a result of these 

changes, industrial activities of the Hission got .a 

direction and thrust. Weaving was the activity that en

gaged the attention of the Industrial Commission at 

first. 

With a view to technically improving the weaving 

industry, Industrial Commission sent to l'langalore one 

Johannes Haller who was a qualified master weaver. Haller, 

after studying the local pit looms, first introduced the 

fly shuttle. Fly shuttle could have improved the product

ivity of weavers from 50 per cent to 200 per cent depending 

upon the width of the cloth25 • The new innovation made 

the _handloom establishments opened by the mission compe

titive with the local industry based on traditional looms. 

Use of fly shuttle was also prdpagated by tile Govern

ment of Madras during the Third quarter of Nineteenth 

century. Salvation Army, a foreign missionary organisation 
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which operated in Madras Presidency, also took interest 

in propagating the weaving technique among its converts 

h b f . 26 th t h 1 w o were weavers y pro ess~on · • As e new ec no ogy 

got.diffused, the Mission's hand loom production began 
. 

to face severe competition. By 1900-10, the weaving units 

of the Mission were-facing a tough situation. As a result, 

the weaving units turned to jacquard weaving; another 

technique introduced by the Mission to the Nalabar coast. 

Another notable invention of Haller was the inven-

tion of the dye of 'khaki' colour from the bark- of the 

semicarpus tree. Cloth of this colour was ordered first 

for the police force of Nangalore and later for the Indian 

27 army • It was indeed a recognition of pioneering work of 

Basel Mission. Establishment of a dye house at Quilandy, 

enabled the mission industries to diversify the colour 

combinations to meet demand of various sorts. 

As can be seen from Table 3. 2, all -v1eaving factories 

of Basel Mission were established before 1882. After 1882, 

the Mission did not open any new factoriesJbut only expan

ded and modernised the existing ones. Upto the end of 

the middle phase, the weaving and the attendant process 

were entirely manually undertaken. 

The putting out system was attempted only in the 

first stages when the Hission was attempting to organise 
I 
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weaving as cottage industry. Once the factories were 

established, work was given out only in order to take 

care of the excess demand of certain times. 

Table 3.2 : Growth of Weaving Indust;y in Nalabar and 
South Canara under Basel Hission 

Nature of 
Industry 

Weaving 

Dye House 

Place of. Establishment·, 

Mangalore 
Moolky (branch of 

Mangalore) 
Cannanore 
Tellicherry 
Chombala(Branch 

Cannanore) ·· 

Cali cut 

1 

of 

Dist
rict 

s.canara 

S.Canara 
t-1alabar 

II 

II 

II 

Codacal (branch of Calicut) 

Quilandy 

Year of 
estab

lishment· 

1851 

1853 
1852 

around1860 

II 1860 

1859 
1860 

1880 

Source: Various Reports of the Basel Mission 

I t d t . f . . tl ' d 1 28 d n ro uc ~on o weav~ng wl 1 Jacquar ooms . an 

mercerised yarn29 for production of furnishing material 

with intricate designs required expert supervision. It 

could be done only in factories. The new technology tended 

to reinforce the factory system. steam engines were 

introduced in the factories at Mangalore, Calicut and 

Cannanore for twisting and winding of yarn and in dye 

works before the turn of the century, but the actual 

weaving continued to be done by hand. Powerloom was 

introduced only in 1911. 
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A later development was introduct.ion of mechanised 

knitting. Thus, Basel Mission factories were first to 

manufacture banians and stockinette material. Embroidery 

departments were attached to the major factories super-

vised by European women. Tailoring departments were also 

started in the factories. 

A certain degree of specialisation was achieved in 

various weaving units for meeting different kinds of 

demand. Mangalore factory specialised in the production 

of superior mererised linen, stockinette material and 

hosiery. Cannanore factory specialised in producing 

checked material or material with design of continuous 

lines or checks. 

The nature of products manufactured is broadly 

indicative of their market. While local market which 

existed initially might have been negligible or non-existept, 

the market for products of weaving industries extended 

throughout the Indian empire, which included Burma and 

Ceylon. As it is noted 1travelling agents were also sent 

out from Calicut, throughout India, Burma, and Ceylon for 

30 the purpose of widely advertising and selling products • 

The demand for the products appears to have been from the 

Europeans working in -India as well as the Indian elite. 
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These materials were also exported. Certain varieties 

like twill cotton shirting material called "Abyssenian 

shiJ;ting" was sold largely in the Australian market31 • 

The .overall marketing strategy in the weaving 

activities of the Basel Nission appears to have been . 

concentrating on a selected exclusive market where com-

petition from other local products as well as from 

imported English products did not exist. In such a select 

market, profit margins also must have been high enough 

for the weaving ·industries to sustain grm·Jth. 

Basel Mission also established the first tile 

factories at Jeppo, in Mangalore and in C~licut in 

Malabar. .Since tile industry was the mainstay of Basel 

Mission's industrial activity during tl)e Final Phase 

(1882-1914), we shall discuss it later. We shall novr 

briefly note threeother activities that evolved during 

the second phase. viz., mechanical repairing and fabrica

tion, printing and book binding;. and trading activities. 

A mechanical workshop was established by the 

Industrial Commission in Nangalore in 187132 • The mecha-

nical workshop was originally intended to meet the incre

asing demand for repair of machinery for the vreaving and 

tile factories. . Its functions got considerably widened 

in later years. It trained a large number of apprentices 
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and mechanics,. Many of them were able to find employment 

outside the industrial set up of the mission. Later, 

it took up civil and mechanical engineering consultancy 

works for various organizations including government. 

Lastly, it undertook manufacture of some light engineer

ing articles like safes, water pumps, lamp posts, and 

small carts. 

The printing and book-binding which Basel Mission 

took up were mainly related to religious and educational 

activities. Though predominantly meant for publication 

of educational and religious books and tracts, this unit 

undertook a number of job oraers, for various organiza-

tions, including printing of Bibles for Bible Society of 

India, and won considerable praise for the craftsmanship. 33 

The book binding establishment which was connected 

to the press had employed 30 people. The o~mership of 

this establishment was later passed on to the foreman, 

who was a Christian convert. 

Trading activities of Basel Mission we.t;'e undertaken 

under the leadership of Trade Commission which had existed 

in the Mission side by side with the Ihdustrial Commission. 

In 1859, the activities of Trade Comn1ission were taken over 

by the newly formed Joint Stock Company of Missions 
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Handlungs -Gasellschaft (Mission Trading Company) organised 

to undertake the international trade operations connected 

with the Mission. 

Trading activities in the I•lalabar coast by Basel 

Mission assumed a different rele during the second period. 

Initially, as the Basel Mission was expanding its religious 

and secular activities, the Trade Commission and later on, 

from 1859, Mission Trading Company, took upon itself the 

task of supplying the necessary articles for establishment 

of mission stations. When weaving industry started grow-

ing from 1854 onwards, the task of securing the imported 
' yarn was also entrusted to the trading company. Besides, 

the Mission Trading Company also conducted highly profitable 

trade with Africa (Gold Coast). 

According to an agreement reached between Trading 

Company and the Industrial Commission, the sale of the 

products of the factories was entrusted to the trading 

company for which purpose it established 'shops' in Banga-

lore and Ootacamund. 

The Mission claimed that the objective of conducting 

trade was not merely to assist mission activities by their 

profit. It was also meant to teach the "heathens"· real 

Christian way of dealing in social and economic matters. 
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It was also intended by delivery of cheap goods, 11 to 

produce in the heathen an impression favourable to 

christianity and preparing fo"" it1134 Even at a later 

period, the missionaries boasted.that in their trading 

establishments, even children could be sent to purchase 

things without being cheated. 

In other words, from an initial focus on the trad

ing activities to supply the provisions for mission 

stations and missionaries, it broadened subsequently to 

supplying many provisions to European and British nationals 

working in India. The establishment of shops at Bangalore 

and Ooty points in this direction. 

In 1854, the Trade Commission attempted to market 

in Europe arrowroot (starch flour) produced by the poor 

congregations in l1alabar. Demand for arrow root in Europe 

w~_s insufficient. Subsequently, the company tried to make 

inroads. into coffee trade by purchasing machines for 

purifying and dressing coffee beans. Basel headquarters 

was not in agreement with the idea of speculation in 

coffee35 • Hence the trading company undertook activities 

such as being commission agents for larger coffee traders. 

For sometime, the company even considered buying of a 

coffee plantation at Anandpore and had a trading branch in 

Nercara. 
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Profits in coffee trade could not be sustained 

much longer. In the face of "competition of almost 

European dinlensions", the company found itself compelled 

to limit its activities in some of the trading branches. 

From this period onwards, until 1882, trading activities 

of the Mission were confined to arranging for tl1e purchase 

of raw materials for the various industries and marketing 

of their products. 36 In 1882, the Industrial Commission 

was merged with the Mission Trading Company. Thereafter, 

the industries established by the Nission were managed by 

Mission Trading Company. Under this agreement, the COf!lpany· 

after pay.ing a dividend of 5% to its shareholders, paid 

the balance of profits to the Mission37 ._ The EqUity 

Capital of Mission Trading Company consisted of 300 shares 

of 100 pound sterling,of which 120 shares were held by the 

Basel Mission Society. The executive of this company 

which carne to manage the Basel Hission industrial enter-

prises consisted of 6 directors, two of \'Jhom were chosen 

by the Missionary Society while their officials placed in 

B 1 . t d f tw d t h . 1 . t t 38 ase cons~s e o o managers an a ec n~ca ass~s ~an • 

Final Phase: 1882~1914 

The amalgamated Industrial Commission and the Mission 

Trading Company enabled the Mission to overcome its main 

difficulty in industrial expansion, giving it an entry 

into the capital markets in Europe. This was possible 
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because the trading company incorporated as a Joint 

Stock Company in Basel, had direct access to European 

capital market. It also must have given the industries 

access to a part of the trading surplus. It enabled 

expansion of invesonent in a new line of industry, tile, 

which was relatively capital intensive. 

The manufacture of tiles was a centuries1old-

profession, traditionally undertaken by the potter caste 

in Southern India. One of the early observers of the 

society of Malabar, a Portugese traveller, Duarte Barbosa 

who visited the coast during the period 1510-31 makes the 

following observation on potters: 

"Their business is to work at baked clay and 
tiles covering houses with v1hich the temples 
and royal buildings are roofed and by law no 
other persons may roof their houses except 
with palm branches".39 

Not much change occured in this state of affairs 

till the end of eighteenth century. By nineteenth century, 

however, the public works like the-construction of public 

offices, railway stations etc. were creating a market for 

tiles. The traditional tile was handicapped in exploiting 

this new demand. The problem with the use of traditional 

tiles was that it required a heavy superstructure which was 

costly. Thus the stage was set for the rapid expansion 

of the Basel Mission's machine made roofing tiles. 
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Much of the credit for starting the new ,activity 

in tiles goes to Basel Missionary George Plebst. 40 Plebst, 

a mechanical engineer by training had first worked on the 

conversion of the Mission Press from a lithographical one 

to a typographical one. He returned to Germany to study 

the technique of tile making which included the treatment 

of clay, the technique of glazing, the construction of 

k:J:.ln' and roasting process. On his return to Nangalore in 

1864, with the help of an efficient master potter, he 

built his own kiln and ma~e experiments in it, which were 

successful beyond all expectations. Raw material for 

manufacture of tiles, 'felspar' was found abundantly on 

the banks of r~ver Netravati in Mangalore. Consequently, 

in 1865, the first tile factory was st.arted at Jeppo,. 

I1angalore, employing two \vorkers and bullock pmver and pro-

ducing 360 tiles· daily. The gro,vth of this ~mit was pheno

menal. In 1871, the factory which was by then modernised 

employed 60 work~rs and made 2,09,000 pieces annually. 

By 1873, the tile factory paid back its entire investment. 

In 1880, this unit had employed 131 workers and produced 

10 lakhs tiles a year. 

In 1881, the bullock power w~s replaced by steam 

engines. The further'technical change effected in this 

factory was conversion of the existing kiln to a gas firing 

kiln for obtaining uniform temperatUre for producing other 
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ceramic articles like salt glazed tiles and terracotta 

ware. While other units of Basel Mission specialised 

on mass produced articles, Jeppo factory continued to 

manufacture specialised products and remained an experi-

mental centre for product development. 

The following Table 3.3 gives a chronological 

list of the tile factories established by the Basel Mission. 

Table 3.3. Establishment of Tile Factories of Basel Mission 
in Chronological Order 

Place District Year of Establishment 

Jeppo . (l1angalore) s.canara 1865 

Calicut Nalabar 1873 

Kudroli (Mangalore) s.canara 1882 

Malpe s.canara 1886 

Codacal Halabar 1887 

Pal ghat. Halabar 1887 

Feroke Malabar 1905 

source: Various Reports of the Basel Hission 

Initially, the factories produced flat tiles, as 

different from the curved and grooved types which are·at 

present being used, for roofing. Subsequently, the factories 
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built ridge tiles, both pla~and ornamental, skylights 

and ventilators, ridge and hip tennin_als, finialsof 

various kind, grooved sphire tiles, hanging wall tiles, 

ceili~g tiles of many different designs, hourdis or 

ceiling slabs, common and ornamental clay flooring tiles, 

chimney bricks, salt gla.zed stones, eartlnvare, drainage 

pipes, terracotta vases, flower pots, architectu~ terra-

cota ware etc. The products of these factories received 

high praise and won many awards in industrial exhibitions. 

The market of tiles covered the entire British Empire 

and the Mission made use of the trade channels that existed 

\'lithin the British empire. Tiles were· exported to British 

East Africa, Aden, and Basra. They were also exported in 

large quantities to the Strait Settlements, Swnatra, 

British Borneo and even to Australia41 • From these, it 

is evident that the Basel Hission exploited the trade cha

nnels within the British empire extensively. Tiles were 

glso exported to German colonies in Africa as revealed by 

a statement of the agent of the Basel Hission42 • 

Thus at the out break of World War, the Basel Hiss

ion altogether employed around 3600 workers, details of 

which are available in the following Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4: Dimensions of Industrial Activity ---Comparison 
of Employment in Weaving and Tile Units 

11,1 b Employment ,.em ers 
Establishments Centres of the 

Mission Others Total 

t-1ercantile Mission 
Branches 

1'-lechanical Estab
lishment 
Weaving Factories 

Branch 
Branch 
Branch 
Branch 

Branch 

Mangalore(S.Canara) 14 
Mercara(S.Canara) 5 

Mangalore(S.Canara) 92 
Calicut(Malabar) 616 
Codacal(Malabar) 42 
Cannanore(") 454 
Chombala ( 11

) 88 
Tellichery (") 71 
Hangalore(S.Canara)160 
Moolky 12 

Sub Total for Weaving 
Establishments 1443 

259 
231 
82 

131 
65 

234 
123 

Tile Factories 

Sub Total for tile 
Factories 

Grand Total 

Jeppo(s.canara) 
Kudroli( ") 
Malpe ( ") 
Cali cut (Nalabar) 
Feroke (11alabar) 
Codac al ( 11 

) 

Palghat ( ") 

Source: RBN 1913, p.20 

1125 

2679 

1 

7 
15 

8 

14 
6 

99 
631 

42 
462 

88 
71 

160 
12 

23 1466 

122 
211 

9 
126 
252 

48 
155 

381 
442 

91 
257 
317 
282 
278 

923 2048 

954 3633 

The above table also gives an important comparison 

of composition of labour force into converts and non converts 

in weaving and tile factories. As it is evident, in weav
of 

ing industries 98 per cent/employees are converts while in 
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tile factories the share of converts is about 55 per cent 

only. The apparent reason could have been that tile 

factories would have to be located in areas which have 

availability of raw material and trans9ortation facilities. 

In such areas, labour recruitment would have followed · 

availability than the p~eference for converts. On the 

other hand, labour in a weaving factory is a skilled occu

pation. Meanwhile, it may be remembered that in a tile 

factory work was predominantly of the nature of casual 

work. There was a greater incidence of casual work in the 

tile factory which was reflected in the composition of 

cost in relation to payment on account of labour and staff. 

We are able to get an insight into the cost structure 

of these industrial units from profit and loss statements, 

for the years 1877 and 1878. The units included in the 

profit and loss statentents consist of 3 weaving factories 

and 3 tile factories. Figures for the 2 years have been 

averaged to make them more representative. 

The important comparisons that emerge from the 

Table 3.4 are that 

1. Share of interest on loans points to the higher 

incidence of loan capital in the tile enterprises. 

The larger fixed investment required for tile 

industry is also indicated by significantly 
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7. 
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higher depreciation rates. 

2. The share of payment on account of labour and 

staff was lower for tile factories in comparison 

with weaving units. 

3. Share of profits was lower for tile factories. 

Table 3.5: COmparison of Cost Structure 
and Tile Industries 

Weaving 

Raw Materials 

Payment on account of 
labour and staff 

Business expenses 

Interest paid on capital 

Maintepance allowance of 
supervisor 

Depreciation 

Profits 

Percentage share in total 
value of.production 

Weaving Tile 
factories factories 

44.0 48.9 

25.3 18.8 

6.9 5.8 

3.9 7.5 

5.5 5.5 

2.6 9.9 

11.8 3.5 

Total 100.0 100.0 

Source: Compiled from the Profit and Loss Statements 
for 1877, 1878 of ·the Base.l l''lission Industr
ies in India. 
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On the second point, we may add further that the 

average wages in tile factories were lower tl1an in the 

weaving factories. The average earning of tile factory 

workers is Rs.1.46 less than their counterparts in weaving 

industry. 

Table 3.6: Employment and Wages,1877-78 

Line of Manufacture 

Tile factories 

Weaving factories 

No.o£ Total 
work- yearly 
ers wages 

132 

380 

7415 

27999 

Average 
yearly 
wages. 

56.17 

73.68 

Average 
Honthly 
wages 

4.68 

6.14 

source : Compiled from the Profit and Loss· 
Statements for 1877, 1878 of the 
Basel Mission Industries in India 

Fischer observes that upto 1882, Weaving and tile 

factories of Basel Mission paid at.higher wage scales than were 

prevalent locally or in other branches of-industry. After 

1882, real wages in the mission factories suffered a 

general erosion, mainly after the integration of mission 

industry with Mission Trading COmpany, and it was considered 

that payment of wages higher than the market levels was not 

compatible with healthy business principles. Christians 

and non-christians received the same wages for the same . 
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work. But christians received additional benefits in 

terms of subsidised housing and rice donations and relief 

in emergencies. The conditions of work were also same for 
~ 

all the workers: 9-10 hours a day and six days a week. 

The industrial expansion of the . integrated 

Mission Trading Company in India came to an abrupt end 

with the outbreak of First World War. It is understood 

that the Basel Mission Industries had considerable plans 

for expansion in cert~in linesparticularly in the field 

of dyeing at the time when their activities abruptly got 

suspended. 

Outbreak of the First World 'dar and the Cessation of 

Activities of the Basel Mission Industries in India 

At the time of outbreak of the First World War, 

there were 13 industrial undertakings of the company in 

operation in India. When the war broke out, Gennan natio-

nals working in the company were interned, but the company 

was permitted to function, with the managers from Switzer-

land. The company itself was registered in swi-tzerland 

which was a neutral country and hence claimed neutrality. 

In 1916, through an agreement with the British Government, 

control of the Indian business of the company was placed 

in the hands of the House of J.P.Werner and Co. which was 
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a company domiciled in London43 • In the same year 

an ordinance, EnemY:_ Trading Act of 1916 was issued by 

the Governor General in Council to prohibit and control 

trading by hostile foreigners. The Nadras Chamber of 

Commerce immediately approached the Government of the 

Presidency .of Madras for winding up the operations of the 

Company. It is evident that the ·fast growth of the company 

had challenged the British commercial interests in India. 

The intervention of the Swiss government was not 

successful in changing the attitude of the British Indian 

government. Government was convinced that the Basel Hission 

had a predominantly German character. However, this inter

vention succeeded in delaying the process of sale of fact

ories which was proposed earlier, till the end of the war. 

On 22nd May 1919, six months after the armistice on the 

basis of an ordinance issued by the Governor General, the 

entire assets of.the company in India were sequestered by 

the .CUstodian of Enemy Property. Under the direction of 

controlling officer, an inventory of possessions was drawn 

up. Their total value, after deduction of liabilities to 

the tune of approximately £ 1100 was estimated at abou.t 

£ 4,00,000. 

In 1920, the Custodian of Enemy Property- was 

instructed to transfer the properties vested with them to 

a group of trustees called the Mission Trust of 1'-'ladras. In 

the same year, the Governor General in Council passed ano

ther indenture for transferring these properties from Hission 
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Trust of Madras to Commonwealth Trust Limited, a company 

which was fonned in England primarily for the purpose of 

taking over the business, previous~y carried on by the 

Mission Trading Company. This s,et up continues to date. 

The industries did not expand any further under the new 

set-up. The trust was at best interested in retaining 

its status guo. In the absence of further development 

work, some of the units had to be sold off44 • At present, 

only 4 tile factories, two in Calicut and two in Hangalore 

and a weaving factory at Calicut are managed ·by the Common

wealth Trust Ltd •. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SOCIAL IMPACT OE BASEL MISSION INDUSTRIES 

In the last chapter, an attempt \vas made to trace 

the evolution of industrial activities by the Basel Mission. 

The social origins of individual missionaries \vhich had a 

role in initiating industrial activities,were also briefly 

touched upon. Moreover, it was found that the social and 

economic conditions in Malabar and south Canara prompted 

them to initiate some of~ their economic activities. These 

endeavours therefore \'lould have had reciprocal social 

impact. 

VIe should however begin with u. note of caution. 

Industrial activities were only a part of the overall Basel 

Mission'~ s activities, though they formed a very important·,part 

Basel Mission also undertook many social service activities 

like run·ning of educational institutions, printing and 

publishing, running of hospitals, orphanages and old peoples 

homes. The Mission itself saw both the economic as well 

as the other activities as serving a \·lider 11missionising 11 

goal1 • These activities were also closely interlinked. 
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For example, the spread of basic literacy enabled the 

Mission industries to recruit a better educated labour 

force. 

To assess the social impact of industrial activi-

ties, the following two areas may be looked at in parti-

cular : 

(i) The impact it had on the caste system in 

Halabar and South Canara, and 

(ii) Social mobility acquired by different 

segments of society as a result of oppor

tunities provided by'the industrial acti

vities. 

As it would be observed in the subsequent sections, these 

two aspects are not exclusive but they are closely inter-

linked, and therefore cannot be vievled in isolation. 

Caste and Conversion: 

Many observers of the activities of missionary 

groups in India during the nineteenth century have observed 

that Basel Hission converts did not retain their caste 

'd t'ti 2 
~ en L es • It is equally important to understand that 

such a synthesis was achieved by the Basel Hission Conunu

nity in a relatively short time span. The i'lission itself 
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had noted with satisfaction as early as 1893 that "caste 

feeling amongst Christians is a thing perfectly unknown 

among us". 3 

In order to perceive the significance of the 

above achievement and to relate the impact of such an 

achievement to the societies of .Halabar and south Canara, 

it is necessary to place this in a \vider background The 

wider background as we see here is the activities and 

attitudes of other missionary groups in relation to the 

caste problem. The achievements of Basel Hission may be 

compared with the activities of the b·lo other major miss-

ionary groups that operated in Kerala. 

The Catholic missionary groups that had worked 

in India during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
caste 

had accepted L · :factor as a. part of the existing social 

order and therefore did not perceive it as a hindrance,or 

as something inconsistent with christianity. Moreover, 

since the activities of these groups resulted in mass 

conversion, it did not result in loss of occupation for the 

converts. The most obvious example is the mass conversion 

of 1Paravar 1 fishermen in Kanyakumari area as mentioned 

1 . 4 ear ~e}:" • 

The different attitudes of the later Protestant 

missionary groups to-v1ards caste could be attributed to the 
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.relatively. smaller scale of mass conversion. It could 

also be attributed to the influence of Pietist movement 

in Europe which held a view of evangelism as a "historical 

process which necessarily·involved Christian reshaping 

of society" 5 • 

However, within the different missionary groups, 

attitudes differed. Forrester notes that by eighteen 

fifties, most missionary groups had arrived at a general 

view of caste as "a great evil \'lhich must be ruthlessly 

uprooted from the church" 6 • While such a general vievr 

existed, it was further noted that "the missionary object-

ions to caste were of various kinds, theolo9ical,ethical 

and strategic. There were situations v1hen caste was not 

seen as a significant obstacle to the spread of gospel; 

and situations where caste was tolerated" 7 • 

In Kerala, during the nineteenti1 century, among 

the 'various missionary groups \'I hi ch operated, there were 

two major organisations i.e. the Christian Missionary 

Society (Cl'-'lS) and the London Hissionary society (LMS) 
8

• 

The experiences of the above groups \iere different from 

that of Basel l1ission. The LHS predominantly operated in 

south Travancore and adjoining regions and converted 

mainly people from the Nadar community, the equivalent of 
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.Thiya comlllunity in Malabar. There was also a portion of 

converts from the castes of agrestic slaves. This society 

also started a number of economic activities, but did not 

achieve the level of professionalisation of the Basel 

Mission9 • C~nversion did not raise the material status of 

the converts of LMs, though it gave them access to mission-

ary sponsored educational institutions, freedom from caste 

oppression and to some extent, ability to choose their 

future10 • While the converts had to fight for a higher 

status in society as in the case of the'Breast cloth 

Controversy• 11 • Within the converts' community, to a 

large extent, a social synthesis was not achieved. Hore 

or less, their relationship "lith other communi ties was 

still permeated by caste insignia, tenninology etc. There 

was even the widespread use of Nadar caste suffix to the 

names of christian converts. 

The ~~ which operated mainly in Central Travancore 

region, initially ·tried to take the non-catholic Syrian 

Church in its fold. After a break with the pyrlan Church12 

the Society turned to converting lower castes, predominantly 

Ezhavas and Pulayas. The consequence of such conversion 

was that, 

"B¥ 1880s1 there were s·ome 16,000 CHS Christians of 
whom more than a half were of Pulaya Stock and 
roughly a quarter were Syrians. The remainder 12 were mainly from Ezhavas and other low castes". 
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The result of the above pattern was expressed by 

a contemporary observer as thus : 

"The slave converts :E<?.rm a separate body with 
whom the rest of the Christians have no social 

· intercourse 11 13. 

Basel Mission's success in eradicating caste 

barriers can partly be ascribed to the relatively smaller 

portion of upper caste converts, at least in Nalabar14, 

and partly to the ~personal industrial environment created 

by them, under which converts from different castes worked 

side by side, performed similar type of work and received 

the same wages. The strong stand the Hission took against 

caste and the inter.rnarriages the missionaries arranged 

between converts v.ri th different caste backgrounds must 

have further facilitated such a synthesis. It must also 

have shattered the concept of caste related occupation. 

What is significant from the point of social impact 

is the powerful demonstration effect of the Basel Hission 

experime_nt of creating a casteless group of persons. They 

were coming from different caste backgrounds but were also 

living and working together, in the caste stratified envi-

ronment of Malabar and South Canara society. such a power-

ful demonstration would have naturally resulted in· the 

eventual challenging by the lo\'ler castes, of caste restrictions 
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Effecting Social Mobility 

In chapter III, it was pointed out that 1 Thiya• 

and 1Billava• castes constituted a majority of Basel 

Mission converts. Among these castes, latter half of 

nineteenth century was a period of social upheaval. The 

Thiya Community in Malabar had earlier drawn the benefits 

of British connection.in obtaining English education,and 

thereby· entering into goverrunent jobs. This was made 

easy by the peculiar position of Thiyas in the caste 

hierarchy and their traditional attitudeswhich were 

rather cosmopolitan. During this period, social reformers 

like Sree Narayana Guru had also ernerg~d within the caste 

in neighbouring Travancore15• 

The Basel Mission experiment of a casteless group 

further accentuated the process of social mobility; by 

offering a chance for tl1e Thiya and Billava castes to 

seek an existence outside their caste based occupations. 

As for the Cherurna caste in Malabar and its equivalent 

Holeya caste in South Canara, they had nothing to lose by 

conversion. Being a polluting caste, they had to keep 

certain distances from tl1e upper castes. This difficulty 

was overcome to some extent by '!flaY of conversion. 

Improvement of the social status is also closely 

linked with the creation of a technically oriented labour 
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force. A technically oriented labour force could command 

a higher reserve price in the sense that its employment 

would also be sought after by people other than the miss

ionaries which further enhanced the social status of 

converts. This was possible only in a society which had 

created sufficient denand for such skills. The second 

half of nineteenth century was a period in which such 

demand had spread in both Nalabar ·and South Canara. 

Still another aspect of social mobility is loca

tion of new avenues of employment. Basel Hission indust

ries had offered employment not only to converts but also 

to non-converts. According to the statistics of employment, 

as on 1913,.out of a total number of 3,633 ~1ployees in 

Basel Mission factories, 954 persons (twenty six per cent) 

were non converts~6 • A part of the above number were 

candidates for conversion; yet, this signifies that Basel 

Hission factories were an avenue of employment for people 

who desired to seek escape from caste stratified society.-

Basel Mission industries employed large number of 

women. As on 1877, the weaving mills had employed 216 

women out of a total labour force of 392. These women 

were employed in the ca~egory of"spool Winders and thread 

makers~ 17 Though this activity got mechanised duri~g the 
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later years, tailoring shops and embroidery shops,opened 

in weaving factories, predominantly employed .,,.Jomen. In 

terms of the actual dimensions of the women's employment, 

this does not appear to be significant~but e1e demonstra-

tion effect of such employment is significant in a tradi

tional society. 

Spread of Literacy 

The basic objective the Basel Hission had in 

spreading of literacy was that every convert should be able 

to read the Bible. As a·Basel missionary expressed it: 

"We have no real primary education, an education 
not aiming at a literary career but containing 
~e elements of lmowledge for everybody. ~vhat is 
called primary education vli th us are 4 or 5 
standards of a curriculum laid down for a course 
of instruction ending with a B.A. degree"18 

In order to serve the above objective, the Nission 

established a large number of primary schools. Every parish 

and every factory had schools attached to it. In later 

years,_ Basel Mission established the Halabar Christian 

College, a premier institution of higher learning in Malabar 

region. 

Many Basel missionaries have contributed to the. 

enrichment of the language by compiling lexicons and books 
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on granunar. Host important among these w.as the English 

Malayalam lexicon. compiled by Dr.Hennan Gundert19 'lrJhich 

is still being 'irlidely used. Apart from the above, the 

Basel Hission Press in l"langalore printed and published 

text books for schools. 

Another notable contribution of the Hission in 

the literary and educational fields·was.the publication 

of pioneer journals in Halayalarn. These journals are 

1 Rajyasarnachararn" and i'Paschimodayarn" and, were published 

from Tellicherry from 1847 using a lithographical press. 

Bo~h the papers were published simultaneously but with 

contents some..:what varied. The fanner one carried mainly 

"gospel news" and contained stories fr:om the Bible, fables.., 

stories relating to the activities of oti1er missionary 

groups, stories about conversion, etc. From the point of 

view of social significance 'Paschimodayarn 1 is more 

important. The objectives of this paper yr.ere described in 

one of its early issues as follgws: 

"Apart from the sciences and arts \·Jhich are 
known here, there are many sciences and arts 
known in tile west. There are great differences 
between. these bvo. In order to make these 
things (sciences and arts of the v.rest)under
standal.:lle to the Nalayalis, \'le are bringing 20 out portions .from selected areas as under". 
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The areas covered by this paper were astonomy, geography, 

Kerala history and folklore. This. paper ·t-~as edited by 

Hennan Gundert and his assistant F.Huller and published 

from Tellicherry. 

The Basel Hission also published a paper 'Vrithan

thapatrika•21 in Kannada. The lead given by Basel mission-

aries was carried on later by the 0"1S which brought out 

a newspaper "Gnananikshepam1122 under the editorship of 

~~ missionary Benjamin Baily. It was closer to the modern 

concept of a newspaper. 

It is possible no\v to sum up the social impact 

of Basel l1ission industries on the basis of these . 

evidences. ~irst of all, it·created a group of converts 
• 

who had almost totally discarded their previous caste 

affinities. The impact of this on the larger society 

was by way of a powerful demonstration effect. Secondly, 

it raised the social .status of the converts who predominantly 

belonged to the lower castes. Operating in an environment 

of social transition, it gave a thrust to the social 

movements of the time, though not seriously intended. In 

a caste stratified society, it gave avenues for higher 

level emplo~nent to lower caste persons though to a limited 

extent. Horeover, their other activities such as opening of 

educational institutions and issuing of journals did help to 

widen the area of interaction between persons of different 

backgrounds • 
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CHAPTER 5 

ECONONIC D•lPACT OF BASEL MISSION INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 

Industrial activities of the Basel Mission were 

the pioneering efforts in modern manufacturing in both 

Malabar and South Canara. Even before British Colonial 

capital turned ~its. interest towards establis~ing manu

facturing units in India1 a christian missionary group ">-Jhich 

Qriginated in Southern Ge~any or switzerland2 started 

investing in these lines. We have already seen how and 

when such activities developed in Malabar and south Canara. 

NOvl let us look at· the influence such activities had no 

the course of the economic life of the region. 

First of all, being the pioneering modern manufac~ 

turing effort 1 it qualitatively upgraded some of the tradi

tional manufacturing processes. While on the one hand,the 

capacity for production in these sectors grew, it could 

also have had adverse effect on the traditional producers. 

These industrial efforts in normal circumstances led to 

unemployment among them. Horeover, like any modern manufact-

uring unit1 it could have found its own markets and created 

its O\ITn demand patterns. Such intervention logically 
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could have worked to-v1ards the dichotomy bet\'leen 

the objectives of industrial production and the felt 

needs of the society. As some sort of compensation, a 

new labour force emerges, working for a wage, without 

any control over the means of production and disciplined 

according to new concepts of time and duty. As an 

inevitable process of industrial growth/~1is could have 

resulted in the transfer and adoption of new technology. 

All these factors are to be looked at in this Chapter. 

Reorganization of the Production Process and ~1e Effect. 

on Traditional Artisans 

One direct impact of the introduction of Basel 

Mission manufacturing activities was the general upgrada

tion of traditional processes. For instance, let us look 

at weaving wherein the Hission introduced modern manufact

uring processes. 

The western coastal areas climatically are temper-

- ate· zones and therefore not subjected to extreme in 

temperature. As a result, the requirement of cloth vias 

also limited. Traditionally men and v1omen wore single 

piece gannents3 , usually white \vi th a dash of colour or a 

boarder. Secondly, Halabar and south Canara \vere not 

cptton gro\'dng areas. Therefore localisation of- production 
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aimed tovmrds exports also did not exist. Therefore, 

only very little weaving could have been done traditionally 

in the districts of Halabar and South Canara4 • 

Therefore1 traditional weaving could have existed 

only at two levels : 

(i) Weavers producing superior type of garments 
for predominantly urban or richer consumers 

(ii) Largely rural weavers v1ho produced coarse 
garments. 

While urban weavers depended mostly on their pro-

fession for income,rural weavers had only a seasonal demand 

for their produce. Another factor \·las that there was not 

much difference in the capital intensity of both type of 

weaving. The difference; was basically in the manual 

dexterity5 • Both the categories of w~avers operated in 

a limited market. The rural weavers,in order to compensate 

for the seasonal nature of their employment sought pieces 

of land for cultivation oh lease, unless provided for by 

the village community6 • 

Various records of ~he Nineteenth century speak 

of the existence of both types.of weaving. Travellers who 

visited the coast during the sixteenth century like Duarte 

Barboza d~scribed the weaving castes, 'chaliy~s , located 

in different parts of the district7 • sources relating 
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to the nineteenth century and early tv1entieth century 

also confirm existence of settlements of chaliya weavers 

in almost every district8 , of the region. Tl1e chaliyas 

used pit looms to weave coarse garments. In the missionary 

sources/ there are occasional references about urban v1eavers9 • 

-We do not however have adequate insight relating to how 

the production -~ both these types of weavers were incor-

porated within a wider market. 

Any discussion on qualitative upgradation of a 

traditional industry like weaving has to take into account 

the state of the industry; and should relate technical 

upgradation with growth. A detailed study is rec~ired to 

underst~md the state of handloom industry in l'ladras Presi-

dency during the latter half of the nineteenth century when 

Basel Mission was expanding its handloom industries. For 

example, the Industry Investigation Census of Hadras Presi

dency for the year 1911, was of the viet-v that the number 

of v1eavers in the Presidency in recent years had not declined• 

Nevertheless further statements on the matter are highJ.y 

revealing. It is stated that, 

"Owing to the stress of competition they 
(weavers) turn out a larger amount of 
finished goods than was formerly the case; 
that is to say the majority of them have 
to work harder to,make a bare living n10 
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The District _!3azeteer of Halabar_~K!. .. Anj~n_SL,.<?_ ( 1909) 

also describes a similar picuure. It is said that, 

"Chaliyans or '':leavers especially have been hit 
by the introduction of machine made goods from 
Europe but they still struggle ';Ji thout thought 
of improving their t-..ime honoured methods or 
deserting their heredi ta·ry trade for more 
remunerative employment"11 

Further substantiating the generally retrogressive condi-

tion of the weavers it is said that, 

11 The Chaliyans are thus reduced to supply only 
the lo'Vver castes \vi th clothes and to weaving 
coarse towels. They are miserably poor and with 
antiquated looms the whole family including 
women and ch.ildren have to work the whole day 
to make a living 11 .12 

It is in the above context that qualitative . 

upgradation of \veaving as attempted by Basel Hission 

assumes importance. The series of technical changes that 

were undertaken included introduction of fly shuttle, int-

reduction of dyeing techniques, use of jacquard.loom to 

weave intricate designs and patterns,use of pm·1er in 

certain operations like winding of thread and introduction 

of new materials (twill cotton piece goods, hosiery,stock-

inette material ~tc). · Horeover1 these Basel .Nission 

industries also sho\ved greater capacity to introduce ne\v 

products in the market. All these products were meant for 

a fairly narro\-1 market which by and large did not face 
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stiff competition from either traditional producers or 

British factory production. This 11 niche market 11 demanded 

the capacity to bring out new products, for which Basel 

Hission Industries had the technical capacity. Despite 

such improvements,the Hission industries did face some 

demand constraint. After 1882 1 the .t-lission did not start 

weaving factories. They converted the factory at Cannanore 

into a p01r1erloom one. The other factories increasingly 

turned into jacquard weaving13 • 

Tile industry presents a slightly different 

picture. In the traditional industry, the tiles were produced 

by potter's wheel. The curved pattern was obtained by 

first making a cylindrical design and then cutting it. The 

processes in the qualitative upgradation essentially involved 

subdividing the process previously handled by the potter 

·all by himself into different processes liJ<.e mixing of clay, 

cutting blocks, pressing to shape, drying and burniJ"lg. 

Activities involved in mixing of the clay as well as press

. ing were · . mechanised first. 

In weaving as well as tile mal<.ing as it \vas done 

tradi tionall~ the specialisation of labour Has limited by 

the extent of market which was mainly local. A greater 

specialisation of labour was involved in the factory process 
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introduced by the Basel Mission. Therefore/' Basel Hissiorls 

entry into.industrial activity resulted in not only tech
of 

nical upgradationL ;production process but also in specia-

lisation of the labour process. Though according to 

Missionary sources their industries operated in the areas 

unaffected by competition from traditional weavers, the 

overall effect on the gross demand for \veaved goods '"'ould 

have adversely affected the traditional weavers. How 

extensively vTas such effect cannot be detennined on the 

basis of the data that is available to us. 

We have seen the impact of Basel Nission industr-

ies in tenus of opening up a traditional economy, by 

widening the export market for the products. In the 

traditional industries of weaving a.nd tile making v1e des-

cribed the process as entry of capital. Karl Harx has 

explained the process as under: 

11 By decomposition of handicrafts, by specia
lisation of instruments of labour, by fonnation 
of detail labourers, and by grouping and combi
ning the latter into a single mechanism, division 
of labour creates a qualitative gradation and a 
quantitative proportion in tl1e social process of 
production, it consequently creates a definite 
organisation of labour ih society and thereby 
develops at the same time ne\-1 productive forces · 
in the society".14 
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The transformation as it is described by Harx 

is bound to _affe.ct the traditional artisan. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century,from 

all available accounts,·traditional weaving industry in 

Malabar and in South Canara was on the decline. This 

was partly due to large scale introduction of cotton 

piece goods. The traditional weavers on the other hand 

are·described as a class which_is unwilling to change 

from ti1e time honoured practices, even in the face of a 

decline in demand. Fall in income below a subsist~pce 

level will throw the weaver out of professioil• as an 

agricultural labourer. ~-~e do not have sufficient infor-

mation whether the latter process has taken place. In the 

previous caste background of converts as seen in Table 3.1 1 
does 

chaliya caste ,L not figure. We had argued in Chapter III 

that Basel Mission industries produced primarily for an 

export market. But one of the products which the Basel 

Mission industries successfully marketed locally was the 

tov1els. For this reason the mission itself was ridiculed 

as 'towel mission' by other missionaries. This product 

must have been competitive wi ti1 the locally made towels 

known-as 11Thuvarth11
•
15 This must have affectedthe demand 

for the products of traditional weavers. 
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In tile manufacture, the introduction of machine 

made tiles virtually skimmed off the potential market for 

tiles which came from the large scale demand for public 

works. The caste restrictions regarding use of tiles also 

appear. to have been relaxed by then. 

ThereforeJthere are strong indications to believethat 
-

an increased demand \-.rhich could have been catered to by 

the traditional production process was denied to them by 

the entry of the Basel mission. This also meant further 

deprivation for the traditional artisans of the region. 

The comparatively heavier infrastructure required to hold 

·' the heavier traditional tiles etc. could have been 

reduced if the technological innovations available to the 

Basel ·Hission industries were also made available to the 

traditional producers. This was never the case. Secondly , 

the compensating recruitment from the traditional weaving 

and pottering castes to the Basel Hission factori.es, fr<;>m 

available records seems to have been meagre. Therefore, 

the total effect of an entry from a COf\1paratively more 

organized and modern entreprenur~~l group in the manufact

Uring process of both Halabar and South Canara was economi-

cally depressing. This had wider implications for the • 
growth of purchasing power in one section of the working 
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people, and their eventual seeking of refuge in agricul

tural sector. 

Market, Marketing Channels and Demand Pattern 

A traditional economy.like that of Halabar ~nd 

South Canara can be said to be remaining in a static 

equilibrium by means of production primarily aimed to meet 

the society's wants. Exchange was to a limited degree 

and was confined to certain commodities. 

The Basel Mission industries were different from 

the traditional industries in one pignificant aspect which 

was the pattern of demand the industries were catering to, 

Demand for traditional industries was confined to the res-

pective regions. Traditional industry operates on techno-

logically inferior foundations, because of the limitations 

9f the market. Modern industry, on the other hand caters 

to a wider market. An industry catering to local market 

has to face seasonality in demand, but since the economy 

itself exists in a static equilibrium, the demand is gener-

ally constant or increases only marginally. The marginal 

increase does not require any change in the organization 

of production or for that matter technology. The division of 
by {. 

labour and specialisation is limitedjthe extent. of market. 
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The industrial activity of the Bas.el Mission 

introduced a new factor in the above relations. After 

the initial attempts to market the products of weaving 

industries in the nearby locality, the Basel-missionaries 

realised that a wider market was necessary to sustain the 

growth of their weaying units. This was achieved by 

technical transformation and qualitative upgradation of 

industry. The dress requirements of the population of 

Halabar and South Canara were limited to white garments 

produced by local weavers. The more affluent.classes 

used imported Lancas9ire mull cloth. Basel Mission 

industries did not produce any of these. Even yarn used 
' 

particularly the mercerised yarn used by the weaving 

industry of Basel Mission \'Tas imported. Most of their 

products were exported. Therefore, the factors that 

were common in the weaving industry of Basel f-1ission and 

the traditional weaving industry were the labour content. 

·In- tile 'industry also, local market was limited. Host of 

the Basel Mission products ·were for export. 

Modern industrial units that were established by 

the Basel Mission catered to an international·demand. This 

means that the demand for the products could vary consider

ably depending upon situations. To remain competitive ·in 

an international market, a modern industry has to technolo-
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gically upgrade itself frequently and innovate to produce 

new commodities. The industry must also exist on a tech-

nologically superior foundation and achieve a higher level 

of specialisation and division of labour. The industry 

should also show a greater resilience and dynamism to 

cater to international demand.. 

Basel Hissionls industries catered to the highly 

competitive international market by achieving product 

specialisation and continuous technological improvements. 

They also used steam power in the process. Basel Hission's 

entry into weaving industry 'Has in the fonn of penetration 

of capital into traditional industry, thereby transforming 

technology, organization of production etc. 

One of the important impactsof Basel Hission 

industries was that it established a marketing channel 

'lrlithin the country and outside.· vUthin the country; demand 
from 

for the products of weaving industry came;nainly Europeans 

r~siding in India as well as the emerging urban middle 

class who tended to imitate the Europeans in dress and 

manners. It appears that some local competition emerged 

in this market. As a result, Basel Hission' s 'lrleaving 

. d t • . . 1 t d t . cl . 16 J.n us rJ.es J.ncreasJ.ng y urne o Jacquar weav1.ng • 

Similarly market for the tile industry came mainly from 
I 

the metropolitan cities in the country as \'Jell as from 
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government organizations like railways and post and 

telegraph. 

The weaving industries that came up in Cannanore 

during inter war years and the tile units that were esta-

blished in Mangalore also followed the sa~e-path as that 

of Basel Mission industries. Tiles were exported to 

Bombay from where they were.re-exported to other parts of 

the c~untry. In weaving, as the Basel Mission concentrate, 

on· international market during the post 1882 period, 

therewas an emerging national demand for these products. 

The weaving industry came up in Cannanore to cater to 

this demand. It is interesting to note that long before 

the products of these factories \1ere directly exported 

by them, products were purchased and exported bythe 

17 traders in Bombay • 

As a result, we can see an increasing dichotomy 

between the genuine requirements of the society in 

which the_se industrial enterprises \1ere situate :1 and the 

production pattern of these enterprises. As in the 

case of mdern manufacturing in traditional economies-

elsewhere, the Basel Mission industries in Malabar and 

South Canara also had a highly retrogressive effect on 

the perspective of industrial purpose catering to the 
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felt needs of the immediate society. 

Transfer of Technology 

In Chapter III while discussing evolution of 

industrial activity of Basel Mission we had briefly 

referred to some of the technologies introduced by the 

Mission. The following exhibit is an attempt towards 

schematically presenting these in relation to the exist

ing technology, in weaving and tile making. 

From the exhibit below, a picture of the new 

technologies introduced by the Basel Mission can be 

obtained. As it is evident here, in the ~ase of weaving, 

it was improvement on the existing technology. Almost 

all the new technologies introduced by Basel Mission 

industries were adopted by the handloom industry that 

came up in Cannanore subsequently. What the industry 

did not produce was certain very specialised products 

like twill cotton fabrics. Even this can be attributed 

to the fact that for some of such very specialised 

products market was also limited. 

In the case of tile making, a greater lag appears 

~o have ex1sted in adoption of new technologies. For example, 
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as early as 1880s, the Basel Hission tile factories had 

started using steam po~.-1er in mixing of clay, The tile 

factories which came up in Trichur in 1930s, (\·;hich can 

be called as the first indigenous factories) on the other 

hand used bullock power, and a technology \vhich was compa-

rable to that of the first factory established:by. the Basel 

"'1' • 18 ~· ~ss~on • While non availability of sufficient capital 

could be an explanation, an alternative explanation is 

that only simpler technologies were absorbed in indige

nous factory production. 

Regarding printing and book binding, the techno-

logies are relatively simple. Basel Nission preferred to 

hand over the above activity previously hu.nded by them to 

a convert. On the whole, the general impact made by the 

Basel Mission industrial efforts in te.r.:ms of transfer of 

technology is undeniable. 

A technically oriented labour £orce plays a 

a. pJ.vot.al role ln absorbing and transferring nev-1 technolo-

gies. In the present context, the technically oriented 

labour force consisted mainly of converts who were labourers 

in the Basel Mission factories. It is important to note 

how this labour force differed in their make up from 

traditional labour force. 



Industry Traditional Technology Technologies introduced by Was adopted in later 

------------------------------------------------~~~!~~----------------~~~£~-~£-~~~-----------
Weaving 

Tile-making 

Pit Loom 
Ordinary Shuttle 
Non existent 
Very limited dyeing was 
done 
Not·· used 

. Not used 
Limited to a few 
products 

Not in existence 

-
Not in existence 

Testing by experience 

Nanual 

Traditional tiles 
manufactured by 
potters did not use 
presses 

Frame Loom 
Fly Shuttle 
Jacquard Weaving 
Improvised dyeing using dif
feren~ col.Qared dyes . __ -
Khakxi dye 
Use of mercerised yarn 
New products like twill 
cotton etc. 

Introduction Of.hos*ery 

Power loom 

Adopted 
tl 

II 

II 

II 

II 

some were produced;but 
not all varieties pro
duced' by Basel Mission 

Hosiery articles started 
to be produced in Telli-
cherry, Cannanore area 
in 1930s. 

Use of power as well as 
use of power looms can
not. be treated .. as 
a fallout of Gennan 
technology. Po~erlooms 
were introduced in some 
factories later. 

Selection of clay by Adopted 
·scientific testing 

Hixing of·clay using machine Adopted 
process 
Pressing to shape using 
presses Adopted 



Industry Traditional Technology Technologies introduced by Was adopted in later 

-------~----------------------- ---------~----~~~~!-~!~~!~~-----------------~~~£~-~£-~~~------
Tile making Traditional kilns, Breakages 

heavy 

Mechanical Not in existence 
Establishment 

Printing and Not in existence 
Book-binding 

Open binding../ calico 
binding e~c. 

Roasting process using 
a continuously firing 
kiln 

Use of steam power for 
operation 

Trades of fitters, 
welders, mechanics,etc •. 
skills in machine 
drawing 

Typographical printing 

Not in existence . 

Adopted 

Machine power was 
adopted in later years 

These trades are useful
for a number of activi
ties 

Was adopted 

Adopted 
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The converts came from all classes and sections of 

society including sections to vlhom even traditional educa-

tion was deprived. The .'.nsistence of the Basel Hission 

on basic literacy resulted in the uniform level of primary 

education imparted to these converts. Skills of various . 

types were imparted to converts who had this basic educat

ion. What is argued here is that all converts who were 

labo ,_ d . f . . 1 1 f b . d t. 19 urers 11a a un~ orrn m~n~um eve o as1c e uca ~on • 

Work in the factories of Basel Nission demanded 

adherence to strict standards like punctuality, fullfil

ment of allotted duties and other standards of siscipline. · 

The missionaries had considered these as basically "mission

ising" influences. Moreover, since the .Nission had control 

of religious, social and economic life of the converts" 
I 

these values could be instilled witl1 some force. 

Operation of even simple machinery requires some 

understanding of the basics of the machine. In this sense, 

all the work force in the mission factories had some under-

standing of machinery. The Nechanical Establishment of the 

Basel Mission however made more deliberate attempt to 

impart technical knowledge. Many of the products produced 

by the establishment were custom built, for which a certain 

amount of skills .in machine drawing vias required. Such 
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skills were imparted through night schools conducted by 

the establishment20 • It,is not surprising that a large 

number of trainees from the Mechanical Establishment got 

employed in Bombay which had a better industrial base. The 

trainees from this establishment are said to have contributed 

to tile development of road transport in South Canara during 

nineteen twenties and thirties by providing fitters and 

mechanics. 

While Basel Mission industries imparted basic 

technic.al knov!ledge and operating skills of machinery,\vider 

management perspectives or higher technical knowledge was 

not imparted. This affected adversely the vertical mobility 
\ 

of the converts within the industries. For example, the 

workers could only expect to rise up ·to the level of super-

visors or 'Naistrys'. All factory managers were Europeans. 

This appears to be part of deliberate policy21 • Hission's 

attitude in this respect is further revealed in the follov-1-

ing Report of tl1e Industrial Commission for 1856, vJhich 

notes·: 

11 We should not ignore the fact that a converted . 
Hindu is not by far a European, not forget that 
our civilization created by the Gospel and exist
ing since one and a half millenia is a gift of 
special divine grace, v.rhich confers on us also 
manufacturing skills of an unusually great 
advantage 11 22 
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~ 
A](ether it is seen that Basel Hission 

industrial activities helped substantially in the field 

of transfer of technology though impaired by their O'\vn 

ra~ist attitudes. A not too inconsiderate amount of 

technical knov1-how was available to the general popula

tion of Halabar and South Canara. The Basel Hissionaries 

also contributed in tenns of imparting educational skills 

which were helpful in the diffusion of the ne\vly available· 

technical know-how. As a result, there \-las systematic 

application of these nel'l technical knovdedge in later 

indigenous industrial activities. 

Accounting and Hanagerial Practices 

Apart from the technological knowledge vlhich was· 

transferred across cultures, there were also human resources 

management and accounting practices which got introduced 

to the people of l·1alabar and South Canara as a result of 

the activities of the Basel Hission. The modern factory 

organization itself was a product of the Industrial Revolu-

tion. Specifics of such practices were introduced. i·nto 

this. region by the Basel Ivlission industries. Such practices 

including recruitment, training, disciplining and a higher 

degree of specialis~tion of labour23 , were fundamentally 

different from the practices of traditional manufacturing. 
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A high degree of professionalisation of jobs as well as a 

.greater sensitivity of managers to varied factors,parti

cularly to subtle changes in demand pattern in the 

market were all hallmarks of this new type of industrial 

organization. An alternate fo.rm of production relation, 

aimed at higher productivity and labour, no more caste 

based, emerged as a result of.Basel Nission•s activities. 

From the statement that Basel Hission industries were 

pioneer industrial units ~n this region, it is meant that 

they provided the model which were used by later indige-

nous industrial entreprises. 

Similarly capital accounting which was pointed out 

by Nax Weber ·as an indication of capitalist industry was 

also for the first time introduced into this region by 

Basel Mission. Initial attempts of the Basel l·'lission to 

establish economic activities ·Nere financed as grants. 

For example, investments in early paddy cultivation efforts 

were treated as outright grants. Hhen Industrial Commiss

ion \"las .established, it was part of the Hission. However 

after 1852 when the Industrial Commission was separated to 

be placed under its mm ~reasury, a certcP-n amount of 

capital accounting practice entered the scene. The capital 

for establishing the weaving and tile units Has treated as 

a loap from the Industrial Commission24 • Considerations 

of rate of returns on alternative investments also enter~a 
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the picture from then on. They found that the rate of 

return on tile indust.ry was higher. Therefor~ they 

invested more in tile industries. As a joint stock companL 

it had greater resources to invest. The equity capital of 

the company consisted of 300 shares,.of £100 of which 120 were· 

held by the Nission. By this time, the company was conduct-

ing a profitable trade with Africa. The expansion of indus-

trial activities of the Nission especially after 1882 was 

facilitated by the amalgamation .of the Industrial Conun.ission 
. 25 

with the Nission Trading Company in Basel··- The 

Company could raise funds from stocJ<:. marl<.ets as well. The 

trading surplus also found its way into industrial invest-

ment. The company paid a dividend of 5 per cent to its 

shareholders, rest of the profits were handed ove~2the Hission. 

such changes in the financing pattern of the industries 

created different sets of accounting practices as tvell. 

Though all of them were not applicable for later entrepre-

neurs of the region, some of them were adoptedby.theril. 

On the whole, it is seen that by substantially 

reorganizing the production process, the Basel Hission 

while increasing productivity also caused further depriva

tion of traditional artisan corrununity of the region. Simi-

larly in their search for markets for their industrial 

products they created their mvn demand v1hich di vertE~d 

the objectives of industrial producti'on av1ay from the 
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basic needs of the con~unity. Yet, their efforts 

did result in substantial transfer of technology and 

of new managerial and accounting practices to _ 

Nalabar and South Canara. 

• • 
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CHAPTER 6 

SU~~~y AJ~D CONCLUSIONS 

In the foregoing sections we argued that it vlas 

the synergestic effect of a number of factors that resulted 

in the initiation of industrial activity by the Basel 

Mission. Among these factors \'lere the influence of Cal

vinist ideology in shaping the world view of the Hission 

and the individual social background of the missionaries. -

They interacted vii th the objective concli tions prevailing 

in the Halabar and south Canara society in the Neneteenth 

centu.ry. The society of the region was caste-stratified 

with several institutional barriers to development. Basel 

Mission had operated in othe~ parts of the world, like 

Ghana, Borneo and China. In all these ·regions they operated 

in some craft or industry; but their industrial base was 

strongest in the western coast of India indicating that 

objective conditions for such investment existed more in 

this region. While the caste-stratified society of Nalabar 

and its stagna,nt economy posed a challenge to the evangeli

cal ideas of the Missionaries, conversion proved to be a 

viable means for rec~ing and disciplining of an industrial 
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labour force. The world view of the Hission as it got 

emerged conceived religious and industrial activities as 

one. In other words, the industrial.activities of the 

Mission are considered not only to be a supportive activity 

but as mission work in itself. 

Evolving under the context of such a unique world 

view, Mission• s involvement v1ith the economic activities 

progressively increased. Starting with early experiments 

in agriculture and in crafts, over a period of eighty 

years, (1834-1974) the industrial activity of the Hission 

got stabilised in two lines of manufacture, namely weaving 

and tile making; both of which had existed as traditional 

crafts earlier. Basel Mission•s entry into these traditional 

crafts was achieved by progressively transforming the 

industry technologically and effecting changes in product

ion and distribution. 

In the case of weaving such transformation vias a 

real achievement. In the colonial background, e1e traditional 

hand weaving was on the decline in the face of large scale 

import of cotton finished goods. Basel Hission 1 s handloom 

industries could not compete with the imported mill made 

fabrics. Apart from the cost factors involved, this \vould 

have brought about a certain colonial antipathy and resistance 
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At the same time the hand loom products of Basel Hission 

industries could not have competed largely against the 

native handloom industry because of the higher cost factor 

involved. Success in weaving was achieved by technologi-

cally improving-handloom industry, achieving a wider pro-

duct mix and producing sophisticated articles for a narrow 

market in India and abroad. Technological improvements 

were achieved by the introduction of fly shuttle, improve-

ment in dyeing techniques, use of jacquard looms and 

introduction of new items like hosiery. To achieve produc-

tion of these more sophisticated items closer supervision , . 

was required. Therefore,factory system came to stay. 

_Despite the technical improvements. as Hell as changes in 

production and expansion of market, the Hission's handloom 

industry• s grov;th was in some ways limited. This is 

evident from the fact that after the year 1900, the mills 

increasingly turned into jacquard weaving. One of the 

units was also converted to power loom. 

Rapid progress was achieved by the Hission in 

tile manufacture after 1882. The initial capital outlay 

for tile industry is higher compared to handloom, which 

is capable of a horizontal expansion by increasing loomage. 

Amalgamation of the Industrial commission, a branch of 

of the Hission which supervised the industrial activity 
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of the l1ission with a joint stock company viz. the 

Missions Handlungs Gesselsehalft or Mission Trading 

Company, facilitated such a growth. 'rhis also resulted 

in the transfer o:f; the latest technology. Like weaving 

industry of the Basel Mission, the tile factories also 

catered to an outside market, operating malinly through 

British trade channels. In some ways tile industry t.vas 

an extraction industry, comparable to plantation industry, 

but existing on technically superior foundations. Print

ing and book binding as well as operation of a mechanical 

engineering establishment were the other industrial 

activities of the Basel Hission. 

Establishment, of the large industries involved 

recruiting and discipling of a sufficiently large labour 

force. The labour force itself consisted mainly of 

converts "'i th different caste backgrounds. In fact, it 

was the expulsion of converts from the traditional caste 

related occupations that prompted the Basel missionaries 

to initiate economic activities. The social engineering 

effected here was in creating a casteless group of 

converts. This was achieved by the sprea<;l of basic 

literacy, intenmarriages of converts wie1 different caste 

backgrounds, (taken up under the initiative of missionaries) 

and the factory environment under which the converts 
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worked. The Basel Mission succeeded in this area of 

social engineering only among those \'1ho directly carne 

. Tlo ~nto their contact. .~he persons belonging to Thiya and 

Cherurna castes who contributed the majority of converts, 

conversion offered scope for social mobility, chances of 

obtaining basic literacy, and to shed the vestiges of 

the caste system like untouchability and unseeability. 

The underlying concern of this study is in 

assessing the spread effects of the industrial activities 

of the Basel Mission. In Chapter IV, we discu~~ed the 

social impact of the Basel Hission industries. The social 

impact was in the area of effecting social mobility,. in 

a caste stratified society and obliterating caste conscious

ness. On the other side it was.also po'inted out that the 

extent of conversion of Basel Hission was small. As on 

1 1914 1 the total number of converts were less than 20,000 • 

The direct social impact "'as primarily among the converts 

who were a microcosm of the society of l'lalabar and South 

Canara. The real impact wa.s by way of a demonstration 

effect which could in turn make the depressed castes more 

strongly challenge the existing autbo.B'atarian structure. 

I1eanwhile the economic impact of the His.sion industries 

.was· in the areas of transfer of technology, creation of 

a skilled labour force and diversification of the economy. 
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Though we may find a number of instances on 

which social and economic impact of the Basel Hission 

was felt in Nalabar and South Canara society, it is also 

found that such impact was limited. For instance,the 

industrial activity of the Basel Hission did not lead to 

subsequent waves of industrial activity in the region. 

This forces us to seek the reasons for the limited level 

of-impact. We attribute this to the state of economy 

and society of Malabar and South Canara. Here.we identify 

the follovring· aspects as determinants to the spread of 

both social and economic impact of the Basel Hission 

industries ; 

(i) Land Tenures and joint family 

(ii) Lack of social· mobility 

(iii) Colonial Domination 

Land Tenuttes and joint f~nily system 

Schematically we could relate caste hierarchy 

and agrarian hierarchy in Malabar and South Canara districts 

at the advent of the British as given in the following 

2 format • This is only an abstraction of a much more complex 

reality. Within that, there existed several tenancies which 

were of course merged within a few and simplified categories: 



Occupation 

Priests,Rulers and 
Administrative 
officials 

Militia, In charge 
of Law and Order, 
Petty officials 

Petty Producers, 
Traders,Artisans, 
Dry land labour 

Wet-land labour 
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Tenure 

Janmom(ownership) 
Rights in land 
South Canara; 
Hulavargadar 

Kanom(Superior 
lease) rights 

Verumpattom 
(Inferior lease) 
Rights, South 
-Canara: Chelugeni 

Agricultural 
labour 

and 

Caste 

Brahmins, Rajas 
Aristocratic 
Nayars, Brahmins, 
Bun.ts 

Nayars and 
Nambiars,Bunts 

Nonaristocratic 
Nayars, E zhavas, 
Christians and 
Huslims, 
Billavas 

Ezhavas,Pulayas, 
Cherurnas,Hole
yas 

Source: T~H. Thomas IssacL P.K.fvlichael Tharakan, 
11 Sree Narayana Movement in Travancore 
1888-1939, A study of Social Basis and 
Ideological Reproduction 11

, Working paper 
No.214, Centre for Development Studies, 
Trivandrum, 1986, p.5. 

In Halabar and in south Canara the position each 

comrnuni ty occupied in agrarian hierarchical order corres-

ponded to its position in social or caste hierarchy. In 

terms of tenurial relation however, as long as each group 

paid rent, fixity of tenure was available for the holders 

·of different tenancies. In the transfer of ownership the 

purchaser had to recognize the inferior rights that existed3 • 
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In their interpretation of land tenures in .Halabar, 

the British interpreted Janmorn as absolute ownership in 

the Roman sense of 1 dominiUm • , Kanam as a mortgage and 

Verumpattom as tenancy at will4 • The settlement that was 

made by the British was part of the Ryotwari system. The 

revenue was. collected from ryots or the cultivators5 • 

This also led to concentration of land holding. 

AS T.C. Varghese says, 11The population of Halabar in 1861 

is estimated to have been about 1.71 million, of which 

possibly two thirds were dependent on land • out of the 

1.15 million comprising of agricultural population the 

janmies (i.e. the land owners) numbered only 24,714; of 

them~829Were classified as principal farmers and 250 were 

religious institutions. All the janmies together account 

for less than 2 per cent of the agricultural population. 

To these janmies constituting an insig.?ificant minority 

of agricultural population belonged practically every right 

and interest connected with land in Halabar116
• 

In such unevenly distributed land ownership system, 

the actual-cultivators, whether Kanam holders or Verum-

pattern holders did not enjoy fixity of tenure. This worked 

back as a disincentive for accumulation. The tenants being 

burdened with rent appropriation did not go in for much 

reinvestment in agricultural production. This worked as a 
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preventive for the initial spread of market for 

industrial goods. 

Controlling units of land ownership in .Nalabar was 

the 1 Tharawad 17• Following table which relates to the 

year 1882 gives details of break up of the controlling 

houses or 'Tharawads' in· North and south Malabar. 

Table 6.1. ~~2-~~!2!~2~~!~-~~!~~f_!~~E~~~~~ 

and Devaswarns, 1882 -------------------
---------------------------------------------------------No.of Nonopoly Houses 

Nature of land holdings North south Total 
Malabar Malabar 

---------------------------------------------------------
Dewaswams 12 

Namboodiri Houses 44 

Moosad's Houses 

Nedungadi 1 s Houses 17 

Nayar Tharawads 63 

34 

86 

8 

41 

60 

46 

130 

8 

58 

123 

---------------------------------------------------------
Total 136 229 365 

---------------------------------------------------------
Source: T.C.Varghese, Agrarian change and 

Economic consequences, Allied Publishers, 
New Delhi, 1970. 

Here it is important to obsez:ve the differences 

between the two districts of Malabar an~south Canara. The 

equivalent of Janmies, called Hulevargadars in south Canara 
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were fewer in number • Therefore the British had to 

recognize the equivalent of Kanom tenure holders called 

Muleganidars as land owners or proprietors. There are 

indications that a greater proportion of O'l.'lners or Mule

ganidars were directly involved with agriculture8 • Within 

Malabar there were intraregional differences such as in 

Northern Malabar.~ven among low castes like Thiyas and 

other non-Hindu conununities like Hoplahs, matrilineal 

system of inheritance was the prevalent mode9 • In South 

Canara district1 the Bunts as well as Billava castes were 

organised in joint families 10 • 

Thus , · we see that the units of control of land 

was almost wholly vested with the joint family Tharawads 

in Malabar. These joint families were indivisible family 

units managed by 'Karanavans• 11 In 1813, the provincial 

court of Western division, Calicut, decided that Haruma-

kkathayam law did not admit division of family property 

and that decision was confinned by the Sadr Court in A.S. 

28 of 181412 • 

The prosperity of joint families depended upon the 

efficiency of 'Karanavans'. In cases the 'karanavans 

were incompetent and spendthrifts there was no easy way 

of removal. 
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11There are cases which go to .the length of saying 

that a spendthrift and incompetent person may be 

excluded from the post of manager. But it is 

difficult to see how such matters could be settled 

otherwise than by suit for the Kazranavan's removal1113 

The position of joint families is further illustrated 

by Herbert vligram, who says that : 

11 In Halabar and Canara where the property is 

indissolvable, the members of the family may be 

said rather to have rights out of pn.-,perty rather 

than rights to the property. The Head of the family 

is entitled to its entire possession and is absolute 

in its management. The junior members have only a 

right to maintenance .and residence. They cannot 

call for an account except as incident to the 

prayer for the removal of the manage£' for misconduct 

nor claim any specific sphere of income nor even 

require that their maintenance or fair outlay should 

be in proportion to their income. An absolute dis

cretion in this respect is vested in the manager"14 

In the nineteenth century many of such joint families 

had grown into unwieldl¥ size with concomittant evils. such 

joint families discouraged enterprise, while they offered 

security and subsistance to its members. This type of 

family organization also discouraged enterprise among mern-

bers, since division of property was not allowed. Along 

with this there was also the tendency to spend large sums of 
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money on social functions and such other things purely 

for upholding the status of joint families. In short, 

concentration of land ownership and therefore wealth in 

such social organization proved to be an institutional 

barrier to development. 

The system of land relations and social organi

zation of joint families offered considerable disincentives 

to agricultural development and therefore commercialisation 

in agriculture. Through out the nineteenth century~land 

utilisation in Nalabar was poor. For example, during 

the first quarter of nineteenth century the total culti

vable area was 5 million acres out of which only o.sa 

million acres were cultivated15 • 

Population of Halabar tended to increase though in 

an uneven manner as may be seen .from Table 6.2. 

Such an increasing population is usually a result 

of a fall in the death rate. Increasing population in 

certain circumstances can lead to increases in the inten-

sity of production, innovations in the technique of product

ion resulting in increase in agricultural production etc. 

Halabar was a rice importing region for centuries preceding 

the nineteenth century. In an environment where consider

able structural barriers to economic development existed,an 

increase in population did not seem to have had such an 

effect. 
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Table 6.2: Population Increase in l'•lalabar, 1802-1901 

-----------------------------------------------------
Year Population Percentage increase 

over previous years 

-----------------------------------------------------
' 1802 4,65,594 

1807 7,07,556 +51.9 

1821 9,07,575 +28.3 

1837 11,65,791 +28.4 

1851 15,14,909 +29.9 

1861 17,09,081 +12.8 

1871 22,61,250 +32.3 

1881 23,65,035 + 4.6 

1891 26,52,565 +12.2 

1901 27,90,281 + 5.0 

Source: William Logan, .Halabar District Hanual 

Vol. II, Goverrunent Press, Hadras,rCJoG,p.82 

Social Mobility 

We observed earlier that in Malabar and in South 

Canara, agrarian hierarchical order closely followed the 

caste hierarchy. This apparent coincidence between agrarian 

.and social hierarchy mutually reinforced each otber by 

making it doubly difficult for persons belonging to the 

bottom rungs to change the structural determinants. 
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The caste system that evolved in Kerala had 

acquired an extra ~erocity and inflexibility which·was 

16 lacking in other parts of the country • It was carried 

to grotesque limits of untouchability and unseeability 

and had dev~loped into a system of extreme social discri-

mination. In such a situation, the relatively lo\-Ter castes 

who fonned the majority of the population would have found 

it difficult to acquire sophisticated technological skills; 

and even if they managed to have these, to find investment 

funds to set up industries • 

. While discussing the social impact of the Basel 

Mission industries we had observed that conversion as well 

as employment in Mission industries raised the social status of 

converts and also resulted in a certain social mobility. 

He also observed that due to the lirni ted extent of conver-

sion and employment, such social mobility was mostly confi

nedtoa few; and at best had only a demonstration effect. 

There are reasons why the demonstration effect did not 

disseminate among the larger population. The reasons are 

to be sought in the social factors tl1at we have enumerated 

above, which relates to caste stratified society. In a 

caste stratified society, people of the lmver castes cannot 

go up the social ladder vii thout any "big push". Acquiring 
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new skills that were being disseminated by the Basel 

Mission industries, could also result in economic advan-

cement. But still it would not have resulted in social 

recognition on account of the existing caste rigidity. 

Thus there were no particular or wide incentives for the 

lower castes to acquire these skills • 

. Secondly, even if lower castes persons wanted 

to acquire these skills, they had to meet some precondi-

tions. Basic literacy, like capacity to read and write, 

count etc. is a primary necessity for absorbing the new 

skills and in translating it into practice. In Nalabar 

and South Canara, people of lower castes were precluded 

from ti1e learning process. Therefore,for those people 

in the lower castes who had to acquire the new techno-

lo,:Jies, the only avenue was to enter into the parallel 

educational system initiated by the Hissions. This would 

also involve a ~undamental choice to be made with regard 

to conversion. Entering into Nission-sponsored schools, 

al~o involved cultural alienation, or to some extent a 

social boycott from other sections of the mainstream. 

Even if they ez:tered su'ch educational systemsJbeing a 
of 

group deniedLfearning skills for centur~es it required 

mo·J..~ than a generation to actually learn and to f~el free 

with the knowledge of learning. 
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Lastly even if the new skills were acquired by 

some persons belonging to the lO\'ler castes, converting 

them to building up an enterprise involved further conflict 

with the caste ridden society. They would have found the 

necessary investible funds beyond their: reach. All the 

factors mentioned here were disincentives for the wider 

spread of social mobility. 

Colonial Domination 

\'/hile discussing the evolution of industrial 

activity an~ while discussing the economic impac~ we had 

pointed out that the Basel Hission avoided competition 

with the imported products and existed primarily by identi

fying a 1 niche market 1 or an area \'lhere British coloni~l 

capital was not interested , .• These industrial activities 

were dovetailed with the British Colonial market and has 

used the British trade channels. As long as the Basel 

Mission's industrial activity was limited and did not come 

into conflict with the British colonial capital,this worked 

well. Beyond a certain stage;the industrial expansion qf 

the Basel Mission would have had to come into conflict 

with British colonial in.terest. There are indications that 

at least during the final years it raised such a concern. 
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When the first World War broke out. initially 

the British Government had permitted the Basel Mission 

industries to contidue to function. But eventually the 

Madras Chamber of Commerce pressed the government to 

take over these industries. This means that there was· 

potential conflict between the interest of tl1e British 

capital and that of Basel Mission. This finally led 

to ti1e close down of Basel Mission industries. Even 

oti1erwi~e their industrial activities were physically 

limited since they had to operate \vithiri the restricting 

and overarching presence and interests of the British 

COlonial capital. 

Differences between Malabar and south Canara 

All these haveto be taken under consideration 

within the context of_differences that existed between 

Malabar and South Canara districts. It has been already 

suggested that though these two districts were parallel in 

terms of social organization,the society of South Canara 

appeared to be less caste stratified and its economy less 

stagnant than that of Malabar. The faster pace with which 

tile industry got localised was pointed out as an indic?

tion in this direction. While only a more detailed 

enquiry could prove this point,it would be nevertheless 

important to point out some of the more obvious differences. 



Historically, south Canara was under different 

influences. Under the Vijayanagar empire; the district was 

ruled by Jain Chieftains17 • Partly due to these reasons 

and also partly due to reasons which will have to be 

probed deeper, the influences of Brahminism, was rather 

weak there. The equivalent of Nambudiries, characterised 

by their economic and social domination did not exist18 • 

This \"las the reason why, the British, while they recognised 

Janmies of Malabar as absolute owners of the land, found it 

difficult to recognize the South Canara· equivalent, 'I-lularan-

gardars' as owners. As T.C. Varghese notes : 

"When the British annexed the are~(South Canara) 

they recognized the Janmom right ·to the few 

'mulawargadars' (claimants of superior rights) 

who were still in the country. In the rest of 

the lands, the British reco.gnised the prop ri~tory 

right of 'Bunts' (muleganidars) who were in 

control of them at the time" 19 

As Nanual of Soutll Canara further notes: 

"The Bents (Bunts), h0\4ever may be said to be 

the landowning 9-nd cultivating class par excellence, 

both on account of their numerical preponderence 

in the capacity, and their almost complete absten

tion from all other professions and occupations1120 

The manual further observes that there were 

also Jains, Christians and Brahmins as land owners21 • 
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All these point to a society with greater 

social corrununication. 'l'he fact that South Canara was 

a rice exporting region during tile nineteenti1 century 

while adjoining Malabar district v.ras a rice importing 

region is perhaps an indication that South Canara district 

was less stagnant than Malabar22 • 

Though the Basel .Hission started industrial 

activity in South Canara, greater spread took place in 

Malabar. More number of weaving and tile units were esta

blished in Halabar. Per{laps the reasons for this would 

have been the relative ~ase in mobilising labour. 

The above observations are of a tentative nature 

and a~ suggested as an area for future enquiry. 

Even barring the differences that existed between 

Nalabar and South Canara, there existed several other inhi

biting fac:tors, constraining spread effect of Basel Nission 

industries and other economic activities. Their efforts 

at social.engineering as well as efforts in creating indus

trial enterprises had both to contend with the several 

negative social factors from the point of view of moderni

zation and capitalist growth. What is more su~rising is 

that this Christian evangelical society succeeded at ieast 

to this extent and to such period to prosper with their 

industrial activities in such hostile circumstances. 
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in India was 19,762 as on 1~1-1914.RBN 1914, p.14. 
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continued to be collected from t.he holders of plots 
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left the~ a share of agricultural produce 11 See Ibid.p.27 

6. Ibid.p.39 

7. For a schematic explanation of matrilineal form of 
organization See, William Logan : op.cit.pp.154-56. 
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cribed as "cultivators par excellance". See : J.Sturrock, 
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Nangalore,-1984, p.194. 

9. Herbert ~'ligram, Na.labar Law and Custom, Higginbotham 
and eo.,Hadras, 1900,p.236. 

10.Edgar Thurston : Castes and Tribes of Southern India, 
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p.243-46. 

11.A legal definition of Karanavan is given by Wigram 
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and be sued as representa.ti ve of the family". \vigram, 
op • cit. , p • 52 • 

12.Wigram, op.cit.p.52. 
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Ibid.p.54. 
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historical perspective of I<arnataka, See: Huthann':l : 
Karnataka,History,Administration and Culture,publ~shed 
by the author, Bangalore • 
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